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TO,

SC CONPET SA

We hereby attach he detailed assessment report of the Property "Buildings and other
fixed assets" located in Strejnicu village, Tirggoru Vechi commune, Prahova County (sports
base), property of SC CONPET SA, with the headquarters in PloieEti, Anul 1848 Street, no. 1-

.-).

The evaluation report is intended for your use for the purpose stated in the contract
(sale or lease - minimum bid price), its possession or coPy does not give it the right to
multiply, publish, distribute or use it for other purposes than that for which it was drawn up.

Taking into account the object of the evaluation and its purpose, the appropriate value

type is "market value" as defined in SEV 100 - General Framework.
The on-site inspection took place on 30.06.2O17, and the updating and completing the

information with market data and drawing up this evaluation report including all necessary

market analyzes, took place between 20.06-06.07.2017. The reference date for which all

calculations, analyzes and estimates are valid (date of evaluation) is 06.07.2017.

This evaluation report is a written one, narrative - detailed, containing all the parts

specified in EVS 103 - Reporting the evaluation without any exclusion.

Property valuation was followed by revenue approach and cost approach' The

concrete analysis for this assessment highlights both a better suitability for the purpose of the

evaluation and a greater amount of information for the cost approach.

Based on the facts in the market analysis, the assumptions and the limiting conditions,

the calculations presented, the estimated selling price (minimum bid price), excluding vAT,
is on 06.07 .2017:

2.752.487 (LEI), respectively 459.274 (EUR)

LEASE

2.440 EUI{montlL re sp ectively 11.1 90 LE I/month F "r1i.,,1fl u, u,
*There is a dffirence betuteet net book tnlue and tfu matktt \alue. The matkt oalue rellects the future Seneruting

econonic bercfts of i' certain propr*y 1rr\nt to the entire propT 
-@' 

a1d the net lalue of an enterpise represents the

;itr;:r;,;";drr" iotal assets ioTn aia"ri* o7 omortization and depreciation) and total debts as they are recoded in the

ililance sh""t. For a giaen asset,'this is the capiialized cost uinus cumulatiae depreciation as it appears in 
,tfu 

enterpise's

books. This diffetence occurs due to tW'itufitUrt ,rptoitation (proftabitity) oi the goods, taken as a whole, at the date of

assessrnent, 
.)

Market valueName of the obiective

Constructions Strejnic

Other fixed assets Streinic



Our fum, as a guarantee to protect your interests, certifies the following:
r None of the persons who have contributed to the preparation and documentation for the

purpose of drawing up the evaluation report concerned has no past, present or future interest
in the property evaluated, nor is it biased towards any of the parties involved

r Propertl inspection and all necessary investigations and analyzes were carried out by our
company's evaluators in the presence of the company's manager;

. All the factors that affect the value were taken into account

. To our knowledge, the information reported is true and based on actual facts and has been

verified, as far as possible, from multiple sources
. The report was conducted in accordance with the ANEVAR Code of Ethics and Professional

Standards valid on the reference date
o The report is subject only to those assumptions and limiting conditions Presented within it it

identifies all the li-rrriting conditions
. Currently has the quality of corporate members of ANEVAR and has the competence to

develop this evaluation rePort

Drafted by:
Au thorize d Evaluator

Ec. Neculai Postole,

Authorized Evaluator EPI, EI
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Summary of the main facts and important conclusions

Customer SC CONPET SA- headquartered in Ploieqti, Anul 1848 Street, no. 1-3

User SC CONPET SA
Evaluation report date 06.07.201.7

Inspection date 30.06.20-17

Evaluation date 06.07.2017

Authorized evaluator Postole Neculai, Authorized Evaluator EPI, EI, Permit 15508.

Evaluation company APPRAISAIS & CONSULTING DTVISION ANEVAR Corporate
member, Authorization no.0347

Property type Buildings and other fixed assets

ProperW address Streinicu village, TdrgEoru Vechi commune, Prahova County (sports

Neiqhborhood / Location Median area.

Year of construction 2000

Height regime According to the data in the description

Utilities According to the data in the description

Finishes According to the data in the description
Constructions According to the data in the description

.Land The land is leased and not evaluated.

Owner Leqal entity: SC CONPET SA

Existinq use Non-residential property - sports activity

Exchange rate 4,5868 LEI/EUR dn 06.07.2017

estimated MARKET VALUF 469.274 EUR 2.752.48r LEI

Ownership Considercil full
Obserwations
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Certification of the Evaluator

I, the undersigned, assume responsibility for the content and conclusions of the
evaluation only to the Customer and the User of the Work and certify, knowingly and in
good faith that:

The exposures of the facts in this report are correct and true;
The analyzes, opinions and conclusions reported are limited only to the

hypotheses and limitations presented and represent my professional, impartial analyzes,
opinions and conclusions;

I have no present or future interest in the property that is the subject of this report
and no personal interest with the parties involved;

I have no objection to the property that is the subject of this report or to the

parties involved in this assessmen!
My engagement in tlds evaluation and the fee for this evaluation are not

conditional on the reporting of predetermined results, the size of the estimated value, or a
conclusion favorable to one of the designated users of the repor!

I have the knowledge and experience required to perform this work in a

competent manner;
No significant professional assistance was given to me;
I am a member of ANEVAR (National Association of Authorized Evaluators in

Romania).
At the time of this report

Learning Program.

Postole Neculai
Authorized Evaluator EPI, EI

Judicial technical expert

I meet the ANEVAR requirements for the Lifelong
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Chapter 1 - Introductory Elements

Identification and competence of the Evaluator
The evaluation is carried out by the APPRAISAIS & CONSULTING DIVISION, a

corporate member of ANEVAR, with the authorization of corporate member no. O347 /2O16,
through Postole Neculai, ANEVAR member with ID permit no. 15508. At the date of the

present the Evaluator has the competence to carry out the assessment and has completed the

professional liability insurance at ALLIANZ-TIRIAC ASIGURARI S.A.

The customer is SC CONPET SA headquartered in Ploieqti, Anul 1848 Street, no'

1-3 the user is SC CONPET SA
The purpose of the evaluation is to establish the market value for the property nominated as

an object of valuation as of 06.07.2017 for sale or lease.

The Evaluator does not accept any responsibility for any other persory and in no other

circumstances in which the Evaluation Report could be used.

This evaluation report estate (construction and other fixed assets)

located in Strejnicu village, TArgEoru Vechi commune, Prahova County (sports base), owned

by SC CONpEt SA, headquartered in Ploiesti, Anut 1&t8 Street, No. 1-3. Ownership over the

entire property has been evaluated (corstruction and other fixed assets) (described in detail in

Chapter 2).

Estimated value tvPe; definitions
co*id""irrg the subject of the evaluation and its purPose, the type of true_value is the

market value as defined in the ANEVAR 2017 - SEV 100 Evaluation Standards - General

Framework.
According to this standard, the market vafue represents the estimnted amount for \\hich an

asset or liability ciuld be changed on the eaaluation date befioeen a determined buyer nnd a determined

selbr in an iipnrtial transaition after cppropriate marketing anrl in which tle partizs each acted

knowingly, cautious, prudent and tuithout cercion.
the ',market value,' calculation methodology took into account the purpose of the

evaluation, the type of ownership and the recommendations of the ANEVAR Evaluation

Standards.

Date of evaluation; Report currenc.v

@by the company's-representative in the presenc::,f l:
oumer,s repres'entative on30.06.2017. O.r this occision, the evaluated property was inspected

and photographed.
Theevaluationdate(whichapphestoallanalyzes,judgments,calculations,work

assumptions and limiting conditions) is 06'07'2017'
'Th" ,ruLr" is repo"rted h EURO, excluding vAT. The value conversion in RON was

made at the rate of EUR 1 = RON 4.5868, valld for 06.02.2017. The validity of the expression of

the value in the two currencies, as well as the balance between them, ale valid at the moment

;;;r;;;;;g the opinioo the subsequent evolution of the value could later be different for

the two currencies.

refers to the real



During the inspection of the property evaluated, photographs were taken and the
location (except hidden or not visible parts) and neighborhoods have been inspected.
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Nature and source of information used
The sources of information that formed the basis of this evaluation report have been:

. The documents (building level suweys, site layout of the building) were made available to
the evaluator by the applicant, who bears full responsibility for the data provided

o Data and information on the property evaluated, neighborhoods, area and location;
o Other required information in the bibliography;
. ANEVAR 2017 evaluation standards,
. Other documentation made up of:

- Prices on the land free market and prices charged by the developers, free rental prices of
service facilities.

- Price catalogues
In addition, the evaluator also used information taken from specialized media, in

particular websites with real estate advertising.

Hypotheses and special Hvpotheses
This evaluation report has been developed under the following hypotheses and others

that occur during the evaluation:
. We assume no responsibility for the description of the legal status or property deedsi They are

based on documents provided by SC CONPET SA;
. We are assuming responsible ownership and competent property administration;
. The information requested by the Evaluator and provided by the parties involved in the

possession and use of the property are considered to be genuine, the Evaluator gives no

guarantee of their accurary;
. All the technical documentation used is presumed to be correcU The graphic elements

contained in this report are based on that documentation and are included for the reader to

be able to make an opinion on the property; No own measurements were made, this being

not the duty of the evaluator;
r It is assumed that there are no hidden or non-visible aspects of the proPerty, the underground

that would result in a lower or higher value; The evaluator assumes no responsibility for such

situations or for obtaining the technical studies that would be necessary for their unveiling;
. The property is corsidered to be in full compliance with all local and republished

environmental regulations, except for the inconsistencies that would be explicitly described,

described and taken into account in this repor!
o It is assumed that the ptoperty complies with all urbanistic regulations and restrictions,

except for the non-conformities that would be explicitly described, exposed, and taken into

account in this rePorU
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It is assumed that all authorizations, operating certificates and other documents requested by
local or republican authorities or by private organizations or institutions have been or could
be obtained or renewed for any of the uses on which the value estimates in the report are
based on;
It is assumed that the use of land corresponds to the boundaries of the property described and
there is no servitude other than what would be explicitly described in the repor!
Except as explicitly described in this repor! no information has been noticed or held by the

Evaluator regarding the existence of hazardous materials on or in this property; The
estimated value is based on the hypothesis that there are no such materials that would affect
the value of the property; The evaluator has the quality, qualification and obligation to detect
such substances and assumes no responsibility for such cases or for any technical work
necessary for their unveiling;
The evaluation is made under the conditions of a full cash payment because this is the

current payment method in the real estate market.

The approach taken for evaluation is defined by the following asPects that take into
account proprietary rights that are owned and valued:

. The market value was determined for the evaluated property;
. The evaluation targets the values of the rights held.

This report has been drafted under the following general lirniting and other conditions

that could be presented in the report-:
The estimate of the value in this report applies to the property in its entirety, and any division

into elements or partial dghts will invalidate this valuation, except for cases where the

division is specifically highlighted in the report;
The forecasts or exploitation estimates contained in the report are based on current market

conditions; Therefore these proiections may change depending on future conditions;

The installations are assessed as a whole, on site and as part of the enterprise that continues its

normal operating activitY;
The facilities subject of the evaluation are considered complete and functional, the evaluator

not having the possibility and the training necessary for its technical verification. The

evaluation-is performed on the assumption that the user's representative statement is correct

and the functitnal status of the subiect of the evaluation is good;

The evaluator assessed the property under the terms of the Authorizations, operating permits;

The evaluator will not be required to provide further advice oI to testify in couru The need

for such requests should have been agreed in advance by the parties in writing;

The evaluaion report, in whole or in part, may not be included in any document, circular or

public statement and may not be published in any. form without the written consent of the

ionsultant regarding the form and context in which it may appear'

This evaluation ."po.t i, .or.,firfid"aailill;;f,"d;l"ly for the purpose stated, and only for the

use of the Customer and tt 
" 

Usu' mentioned in Chapter 1' - The Customet and the designated

users; The purpor" of tt 
" ",Jation, 

on page 7' We do not accept any resPonsibility if it is

transmitted to another entitf-;t,h;;;;,i":"ted purpose or for another purpose, never and

under no circumstances.

Conformitv of the evaluation with SEV
l0



The value of the property was determined in accordance with the standards applicable
to this type of value, taking into account the purpose for which the evaluation was requested,
respectively:

ANEVAR 2017 evaluation standards:
. SEV 100 - General framework ([VS General framework)
r SEV 101 - Terms of reference of the evaluation (IVS 101)

o SEV 102 - implementation GVS 102)
r SEV 103 - Reporting (IVS 103)
r SEV 220 - Machinery, equipment and installations (IVS 220)

. SEV 230 - Rights on the property (IVS 230)
r GEV 620 - Evaluation of movable goods such as machinery, equipment. installations and

stocks
r GEV 630 - Property evaluation

Neither the contractual clauses or evaluation instructions nor any other facts or
considerations required the deviation of this report from those Standards.

Description of the report
This evaluation teport is a written, narrative - detailed one, containing all the parts

specified in SEV 103 - Reporting of the evaluation without any exclusion.

Aooroach to evaluadon
In-- accordance with the Professional standards and work Methodology

Recommendations accepted by ANEVAR, there are three types of possible approaches (to be

presented in detail in Chapter 3 "Evaluation Approaches"):
1.. Market APProach

2. Cost awroach

3. Reztenue nPProoch

For the specific case of property evaluation that is the subject of this report, we consider

appropriate the cost and revenue approach.
The market approach *ur r,ot considered appropriate because, due to the financial

crisis that has o..*r"d in recent years and the property comPonent, no transactions for such

properties have been identified.

Chapter 2 - Presentation of data

Identif.ving the real estate subiect matter. Legal descriPtion
The evaluation ,"f"r, to th" property comprised of "Constructions and other fixed

assets,, located in strejnicu village, TAigEoru vechi commune, Prahova county (sports base).

According to the doanments proaided, the property consists of:

ll



EXISTING CONSTRUCTION ON LAND
Curr
ent

Inven
tory no.

Name/ address

1 110818
BI-IILDING APPENDIX FOR ATHLETES
WITH BLEACHERS AND CO\ER

2 122575 ROAD + PARKING + SIDEWALK

3 -122573 BUILDING ENCLOSURE
4 122574 LAND ENCLOSURE

5 122585 TENNIS COURT ENCLOSURE

6 122563 ENCLOSURE
7 1,22586 OUTDOOR LIGHTING INSTALLATION

8 123403
NATURAL GAS SUPPLY INSTALLATION

9 -122564 TECHNICAL CONNECTION
10 122561 WATER\AELL
11 122567 ELECTRIC CONNECTION
1.2 122578 POTABLE WATER SUPPLY NETWORK

13 -122565 WATERNETWORK
-t4 122576 SEWERAGE NETWORK
15 122566 ELECTRICAL NETWORK
^16 122580 OUTDOOR LIGHTING NETWORK

1,7 110814 WELLROOM
18 122577 DRAINAGE CHANNEIS
19 234822 PUMPING GROUP

20 122562 WATER TANK 1OO MC

EQUIPMENT AND MACHINERY

CR
T.
N

INVENT
ORYNO.

NAME

1
235666

HAIER AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT-
DOUBLE SPLIT

2
235667

HAIER AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT-
DOIJ'BLE SPLIT

3
235668

HAIER AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT.
DOUBLE SPLIT

!l
235669

HAIER AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT-
DOI,ELE SPLIT

5
235679

HAIER AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT-
DOUBLE SPLIT

6
235680

Hergn arn coNDITIONING EQUIPMENT-
DOUBLE SPLIT

7
235670

EarER arR coNDITIoNING EQUIPMENT-

DOUBLE SPLIT

8 235671 HAIER AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT-

AND MACHINERY

t2



SPLIT

9
235672

HAIER AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT-
DOUBLE SPLIT

10
235673

HAIER AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT.
DOUBLE SPLIT

11
235674

HAIER AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT-
DOUBLE SPLIT

^12 235675
HAIER AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT-
DOUBLE SPLIT

13
235576

HAIER AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT-
DOUBLE SPLIT

1il
235677

HAIER AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT-
DOUBLE SPLIT

15 238828 GREE AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT4SOOO

16 238827 GREE AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT4SOOO

1.7 238295 HEAT MASTER 20I BOILER

18

239241
HEAT MASTER 201 DUAL USE THERMAL
BOILER - HEATING AND DFIW
PREPARATION

19 234873 ELECTRO-PUMt5

20
238676

FILTER-VENTILATION INSTALLANON IFV2-750-

ATHLETIC BASE STREJNICU OryNTILATOR + 3

2t 235681 DABKVIO/5T PUMP
22 235682 DABKVIO/5T PUMP
l-t 234821 HEBE PUMP
24 240301 MULTILEVEL PUMP DAB CODE1,.73P 0273

25 238540 WATER SOFTENING STATION SDSTO 1.

26 237779 CYLINDER
27 237780 CYLINDER
2.8 238954 CTH174 LAWN MOWING TRACTOR
29 234874 DUAL DIRECTION GATES 4 PIECES

30 234872 CENTRAL HEATING EXPANSION \ESSEL
31 342601 ELECTRONIC REGULATOR
) -!. 239767 DESKTOP WITH MONITOR SYSTEM

33 677706 BENCH + LOCKER ROOM SHELF
34 677707 BENCH + LOCKER ROOM SHELI
35 677708 BENCH + LOCKER ROOM SHELF
36 677709 BENCH + LOCKER ROOM SHELI'
37 677702 SONY VIDEO CAMERA
38 676s94 KITCHENCABINET
39 677704 BEDROOM
40 677615 TALL CABINET
41 67761.6 TALLCABINET
^a 677650 TALL CABINET
43 677651 TALLCABINET
44 67771.5 ELECTRIC BRUSH
45 677716 ELECIRIC BRUSH

t2



46 676938 HOOD AND ACCESSORIES
47 677793 WORKTABLE
48 677794 WORKTABLE
49 678182 PROFESSIONAL WASHING MACHINE
50 678198 WASHER WITH 1 DRUM
5l 678197 WASHER WITH 1 DRUM FOR DISHES
52 677705 SUSPENDED
53 67828^t UN{BRELLA
54 678282 UMBRELLA
55 678283 UN{BRELLA
56 678284 UN,IBRELLA
57 678285 UMBRELLA
58

678379
STAINLESS STEEL EXTERIOR DOUBLE GLASS
COOLER 1

SC CONPET SA has property right according to the following documents:

Receiving minutes at the conclusion of works no. 40/14.06.2010 and Construction permit no.

47 / 28.05.2007 an d 87 / 08.07.2009 for BLEACHERS CO vER S?RE/NICU SPORT BASE;
- Receiving minutes at the conclusion of works no. 8 / 13.06.2002 and

Authorization no. 196 /1.9.09.1997 for STREINIC SPORTS BASE SETTING;
Receiving minutes at the conclusion of works no. '12/ 22.0L.2009 for CENTRAL HEA TING
AND INTERIOR HEATING SYSTEMS AT STREINIC;

- Reception minutes no. 1,02/ 1'9.12.2008 for FURNITURE;
- Reception minutes no.3/22.03.2012 for FIXED ASSETS;

- Commissioning minutesno.4T /03.11,.2000 FXED ASSETS

- Minutes on completion of works no. 42 / 06.15.1996 for
STRE/NIC SPORTS BASE SETTING;
Minutes on completion of works no. 1, / 23.02.2000 for WATER WELL, WATER TANK, GATE
ROOM CONNECTIONS;

- Reception minutes no. 4-1/ 31,.1,2.2013 for FIXED ASSETS (Lnptops systems);

- Reception minutes no. 1/-12.0L.20L0 for rtxro AssErs (VVater softening
systumSDSTO-2pieces);

- Reception minutes no. 23/08.08.2013 f o r FIxED AssETs (Laurn mou,ing

tractor).

Please note that the lanil is leaseil under the 7995 Concession Contract, the Concession
Contract no. 702017997 anil Annex to the Concession Contuact no. 7020/7997 of 04.09,2006.

Area and location data
The area where this property is located is Strejnicu village, Targgoru Vechi commune,
Prahova County (sports base). Strejnicu Village is at approximately 5 km from the city of
Ploiegti, in the south-west of it and has a population of 5,350 inhabitans.
Access is made from the paved street.

The utilities, in generaf for the area are: electricity, gas, water, sewage.
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STREJNICU

Description of the building and finishing

The constructions owned by SC CONPET SA in Strejnicu are those with the sport
utility: tennis courts, athletes annex building with bleachers and cover and other fixed assets -

constructions - in support of this activity.

t4
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C
ul Invent Name of the asset Description of the constructions

1 110818
ATHLETES ANNEX
BUILDING \A'ITH BLEACI{ERS
ANDCOVER

Metallic structure, poles, beams and
coverings, consisting of 2 protocol areas,
lobby 11,85 sqm, sanitary groups 8,55
sqm, protocol room 58,35 sqm, office
finishing and laundry room 24,35 sqm.
The spaces are made of metallic structure
and enclosures with insulated panels
with thermal insulation, curtain walls +
thermopan windows. Thermal heating =
static heating bodies - Aluminum
radiators 16pcs. Utilities: water,
electricity. Areas: Sc = 734 sqm; Sd =
1987.3 sqm.

2 122575
ROAD + PARKING +

SIDEWALKS

Road with the following sizes: L = 202
m; w = 5.1m; Parking L = 73m; w = 11m.
It consists of: ballast, reinforced concrete
and related bordering.

3 1.22573 BUILDING ENCLOSURE
Enclosure football field 1 length L = 672

m. Format - mesh fence panels, pipe
poleswithh=1.9m.

4 "122574 LAND ENCLOSURE
Enclosure football field 2 length L=362
m. Format - mesh fence panels, pipe
poleswithh=1.9m.

5 122585 TENNIS COURT ENCLOSURE
It consists of pipe + nets with length L :
196m and height h = 6m.

6 122563 ENCLOSURE

It consists of enhance fence, 64-piece
mesh panels, pipe poles, length L = 96m.
Panels have the following dimensions: I =
1.5m;h=0.9m.

7 122586
OUTDOORS LIGHTNING
INSTALIATION

It consists of 17 metal pillars of 3.5 m in
height, 4 metal pillars of 8 m, 8 metal
pillars of 12 m in height, equipped with 8
Philips luminaires and 8 beacons, with an
installed power of 20 Kw. It also has 14

projectors located on the edge of the
cover to the stadium, 1 projector on one
of the pillars supporting the cover (the
roof) to the entrance to the building, 1

bulb located on the concrete pillar, 18

beacons on the building (10 to the
stadium and 8 towards the road)

8 123403
NATURAL GAS SUPPLY
INSTALLATION

It consists of a pressure regulator, a 2.5

inch pipe = about 30m, a 2 inch pipe =
12tl:., a L.25 inch pipe = 30m, a 0.5 inch
pipe = 35m.

9 1.22564 TECHNICAL CONNECTION
l5



They consist of control and automation
elements for the water well, the 100 m3
water basin and the three DAB pumps in
the pumpinq group

10 122561, WATERWELL
It is made of metallic tube, diameter = 8
inches, with a depth of 65 m.

lt 122567 ELECTRICAL CONNECTION
The main connecting cable between the
external electric panel and the general

12 122578
POTABLE WATER SUPPLY
NETWORK

It has a length of L= 255 m. It is made of
galvanized steel, with a depth of 1.20m.
It is 120 m in diameter DN80 and 130 m
with DN100.

13 122565 WATERNETWORK

Is a water network for the thermal plan!
recovery tank, toilets, water irrigation
football fields and tennis courts. It has

intemal water network, external water
network with PVC pipe cormection
110mm diameter and length 18m, related
connections.

'14 122576 SEWERAGE NETWORK

It has a length of L = 50m. It is made of
circular concrete pipes with CEP and
DN200mm lip, 5 manholes with cast iron
cover. It has depth of 1.20 m.

15 122566 ELECTRICAL NETWORK

It includes the entire network of
electrical cables in the building, with a
voltage of 0.23-0.4 KV, earth connections.
Has: 18 pipe poles with h of 3.5m; 4 piPe
poles with h 12 m; Tennis = 8 piPe poles
with h of 1m for night lighting and

1.6 "122580 OUTDOOR LIGHTNING
NETWORK

It includes the entire network of
electrical cables connecting the 3.5m, 8m,
12m poles of the external lighting
ins tallation (Inventory no.122586), the
earth connections of the poles, installed
power = 20Kw, voltage = 0.23-0.4KV.

"17 110814 \A'ELLCABINET
Sizes: L=2,4m; W=1,8m; h=1,9m.

18 122577 DRAINAGE CHANNEIS

They are made of concrete slabs (grate)
with a length L = 290 m. The concrete
slab has the following dimensions: L =
0,49m,w = 0,30m, H = 0,10m.

19 234822 PUMPING GROUP

Composed of construction + 3 expansion
vessels + 3 pressure switches. It has the
following dimensions: L = 3.5m; w= 3.5m,
h1, = 2.8n:.;h2= 2;1,m

l6



20 WATER TANK 1OO M3
It is made of reinforced concrete and
coated, with a diameter of = 8,2m; h :
4m

tl



Property type; defining the market
This real estate is falling under the sports activities spaces market.
The market of these spaces is an urban or rural local market where local economic

agents operate.
The specific market of these constructions, from a geographical point of view, is local,

namely Shejnicu and Ploieqti.
From an economic point of view, the real estate market of sports properties as well as

other types of real estate is strongly influenced bv the general economic status of the location
and neighborhoods, but especialty by the general economic situation of the locality; From this
point of view, we mention that both the area dedicated to the specfic market (Ploiesti and the
surroundings), as compared to the previous years, is increasing.

The specific market is therefore the market for sporting activities, it is a segmented
market, both urban and rural, with relativelv small activig as number of transactions.

The real estate market is closely linked to the economic activity of a country. After
2008, Romania entered a financial and economic crisis, which had a major impact on the

substantial reduction of transactions on the real estate market. The crisis affected the property
market both quantitatively and qualitatively. In 201'6, Romania experienced the highest
economic growth since 2008. The main source of growth was domestic consumption, being

stimulated by fiscal cuts, wage increases. GDP grew 4.8%, the largest increase in the EU. It
has also grown alongside the commercial IT industry, the interest rate has fallen, and
inflation has remained . An evolution of these indicators is shown in the hs below:
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In the first quarter of 2017, there is an increase of less than 5% over the previous

period of 2016. We believe that this trend will continue throughout 2017.

sports activity in Romania is regulated by the Law on Physical Education and sport.

The Law of Physical Education and Sport, published in 2000 (69 of April 28,2000),

shows that physical education and sport means: all forms of physical activity designed,
through an- oiganized or independent participatiory to express or improve physical

condition and spiritual comfort, establish civilized social relationships and lead to results

in competitions of any level. Title I - Article II, states:

l. Physicat eilucation anil sports are actiuities of flatiorral ifltercst suppotted by the

state,
2. Tte state recognizes and stimulates tle organizationnl nctions and tle promotion of physical

education nnd sport, canied out by the autlorities of tle yfulic ndministration and, as the case

may be, by the non-gozernmental bodies in tlu feld of education, in tle stnrctures of national

fufinse, public order, national secuity,lualth, commercinl companies, ns well ns other sectors

of socinl life, according to legnl reg ntiotts.

3. Physical education and sport inclutb the follotuing actiltities: physical education, sclnol nnd

unitersity spolt, sport for all, performance sports, pltysicnl exercixs for prophylnctic or

tlerapeutic purposes.

4, Tle state guarantees the exercise of the functions of the public sector and the prittate sector in

the felds of physical education nnil sports, in accordnnce zoith the principles of responsible

cooperation bettoeen all tlu stakeholdss.

The turning point in the development of sports activity in Romania is the fall of the
communist regime, when sport enters a period of decline and still does not recover. After the
1990s, many of the lands and buildings that were part of the sports facilities were retumed on
the basis of Law no.10 / 2001. on the legal regime of immobile properties abusively taken
over from March 6, 1945 to December 22,1989. Some of the stadiums or sports buildings have
been demolished to make real estate investments or large shopping centers. And in only a
few cases, there have been changes and refurbishments of the former sports facilities, which
no longer comply with the European standards.

l9



The strategy for the development of sport in Romania for the period 201,6-2032

highlights that "The infrastructure of the national wstem for phlzsical education and sports is
75% one of the 1980s. It is insufficient and of poor qualitf and currentl)r requires
modernization to the level of the European requirements and of the intemational sports
federations, both for the preparation and the conduct of official sports competitions and their
use in recreational activities. At the same stage are the sports bases in the administration of
the local councils, onlv shy steps being taken to modernize them".
In 2013, in Romania, according to the Sports Performance Audit Report drawn up by the

Court of Auditors, there were 417 sports organizations (276 clubs subordinated to the central
public administration and 141 clubs subordinated to the local public administration), 59

sports structures (oint stock companies) and 3,843 private sports clubs. It's not hard to
assume that the lack of conditions for sport has led to a decrease in the number of
performance athletes.

An example of the same study by MTS: In 2015, there were 638 sports clubs in
Bucharest, and 27,459leginmate athletes were registered, while in 1995 there were 45,958'

The Ministry of Youth and Sports aims to improve sports infrashucture between 2016

and 2032. The fust major sporting event: In 2020, Romania will host four matches of the

European Football Championship and four stadiums in Bucharest will be used for trainings:

the Ghencea stadiums, the Stefan cel Mare, the Triumphant Arc and Giulesti but the

renovations have not yet begun.

At the date of this assessment, the real estate market of commercial and sports facilities

has several defining elements:

- The vast majority of sports facilities are owned by private operators;

- The real estate market of sports facilities is dominated by rentals; The general tendenry of the

owners is to keep the premises for own use or renting;

- Transactions are very rare - the rents demanded by the owners are those on the market

- Rent offers for sPorts-tyPe spaces are relative, depending on the surface,

locatioru construction characteristics and endowments, in the studied area

/ Competitive offer
There is a fairly wide offer for construction and other fixed assets valued. The

methodology for calculating the market value of constructions was taken into account for
offers for construction and other similar fixed assets. There is also a good offer for sports

rentals that can be rented.

/ Solvable demand
In the analyzed matket areas, the city of Ploiesti and the surrounding area, there is a

growing demand. After the financial and economic crisis of 2008, when the real estate market

reached the lowest level, the last five years have meant a return of the real estate market,
especially the residential and commercial real estate market.

There are no unoccupied commercial areas in the analysis areas, or their number is
low. Here the vacancy can occur during the period between the contracts, when the fufure
tenant is identified and the contract is negotiated.

20
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In the short term, we estimate a stabilization of demand for commercial space for sport.
However, the offer is bigger than the demand.

Chapter 3 - Analysis of data and conclusions

The best use

The concept of best use is the alternative of using the subject property from various
possible variants. This will form the starting point and will generate the working hypotheses
necessary for the evaluation process.

The best use is defined as the probable, reasonable and legal use of a free land or built
property that is physically feasible, adequately substantiated, financially feasiblq and which
determines the highest va1ue.

Best use is considered in the following situations:

- The best use of free land or considered to be free;

- Best use of property as being built.

In addition to being probably reasonable, TBU of both land as free and property as built
must meet four default criteria. Thus, TBU must be:

- Legally permitted
- Physically possible

- Financially feasible

- Maximum productive (To lead to the highest value of the land (considered free) or
the built property).
The best use of a property is determined after applying the four criteria and

eliminating different alternative uses. The remaining use, which meets all four criteria, is the
best use.

Best use of lnnd considered free
In order to identify the best use of land considered {ree, we have collected from the

market irrformation on free land located in the analyzed areas.

On the basis of the market analysis we studied the uses considered probable and
reasonable on the basis of compliance with the four criteria of the best use of the land
considered free, while taking into account the specificity of the area and the characteristics of
the land (shape and sizes).

In order to determine the best use/ we analyzed the possible uses of the property as
follows:
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Thus, the best use of the land considered free is for sports.

Best use of the property considered built
The best use of the property as built is the use that a construction must have in terms

of the type of existing building on the land and the ideal use of the land considered free,

identified in the corresponding sub-chapter.
We have analyzed the possible uses of this property to identify the best use as follows:

Irr ri"*-6i66l66* uod th" -nclusions of the analysis of the specific market, the best

use of the built property is for sporting activities.
Considering the above, we believe that a real estate proPerty is already built on the

land, according to its best use. As a resul! the best use of the land consideled free is the

current land for sports activities development, and the best use of the property considered as

built is the.o.."i-rt orr", the real estate property - sports activities one. This use fulfills the

criteria that define TBU, namelY:

- is physically Possible

- is legally permitted

- is financially feasible
- is mttximum productiue (kads to the highest aalue of the lnnd (considered ftee) and the built

property).

Value aPproach
ti **id*" *ltfr the Professional Standards and Work Methodology

Recommendations accepted by ANEVAR, there are three types of possible approaches:

1. Cost approach - the cosi of replacing the building and land developments at the time of

the eviuation together *itir a ,rilue estimate of the losses that occurred due to

physical *"u. uid tear, design deficiencies and neighborhood, ilfluences was

determined. At the estimated co"st after the depreciation of the building is deducted,

the real estate investor,s profit and the estimated land value are added. The total thus

obtained is the value indicated by the cost approach'

2l
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2. Revenue approach - it calculates current property revenue by taking or not taking into
account deductions for vacancy losses as well as operating expenses, thus achieving a

potential or actua1 gross revenue or net operating revenue. Corresponding to the type
of revenue considered, appropriate capitalization rates will be applied resulting in the
value indicated by this approach.
For the actual case of property valuation that is the subject of this repor! we consider

appropriate the cost and revenue approach to the fact that it is a construction for which we do
not have relevant comparable.

The revenue approach is appropriate and there is the possibility of rent offers that can
be obtained for that property.

Cost approach

a. The cost of replacing the constructions

It presents the assessment of the site constructions taking into account the current unit
cost of restoration of the construction and the size (surface built or developed, length a.o.) to
each conshuctive element analyzed.

The basis of the estimated costs was "Reconstruction costs - Replacement costs -
Industrial, commercial and agricultural buildings, Special constructions", by Corneliu
Schiopu, edited by IROVAL Bucharest Publishing House. Through this procedure a general

indicative estimate was given, by category of works, depending on the technical-constructive

characteristics and the degree of endowment of the different categories of buildings.

Based on this methodology, the evaluation includes the following steps:

t. Determining the replacement value - net cost of replacement

Replacement cost = estimated cost to build, at current prices from the evaluation date, a

building with utility equivalent to that of the evaluated building, using modem, normative,

architectural and upgraded materials

Impairment - represents a loss of value relative to the cost of reconstruction that may arise

from physical, functional or external causes.

The main types of impairment that may affect a building and which operate this method

are:

Physical wear - is evidenced by bumps, falls, cracks, infestations, structulal defects, etc. It can

have two components - recoverable (it is quantilied by the cost of returning the item to the

new or as new conditiory it is taken into account only if the cost of correcting the technical

condition is higher than the increase in the resulting value), and non-recoverable (refers to

physically damaged items that cannot currently be corrected for practical or economic

reasons)

Functional impairment - is due to the demodulation, inadequary or oversize of the building in

terms of its size, style or facilities and attachments. It can be manifested in two asPects -

recoverable (quantified by replacement cost for deficiencies requiring additions, deficiencies

requiring repiacement oi upgrading or oversizing), and - uruecoverable (may be due to

deiiciencies due to an item noiincluded in the new cost but should be included, or an element

included in the cost for new but should not be included)

2)



- Economic depteciation (due to extemal causes) - is due to extemal factors of real estate

such as demand change, use of property, location in the area, urban plaruring, financing etc.

Methodology, calculation algorithm, stages:

Estimating the replacement cost by multiplying the unit cost adjusted with the reference surface;

Estimating the cumulative depreciation;

Estimate the remaining value (CIN) by deducting the cumulative depreciation from CIB. The

cost sheets are provided in the appendix.

CONSTRUCTION SUMMARY TABLE

L euro=4.5868

Curr
ent

Invent
ory no.

Name/ address
Market

value
Lei

Market
value
Euro

1. 11 0818
ATHLETES ANNEX BUILDING WITH
BLEACHERS AND CO\,'ER 1.438.100 313.530

2 122575 ROAD + PARKING + SIDEWALKS 124.000 27.034

3 122573 BUILDING ENCLOSURE 76.000 1.6.569

4 122574 LAND ENCLOSURE 4'\_.700 9.09-1.

5 122585 TENNIS COURT ENCLOSURE 50.000 10.901

6 122563 ENCLOSURE 7.350 1..602

7 122586 OUTDOOR LIGHTNING INSTALLATiON 59.124 12.890

8 123403
NATURAL GAS SUPPLY INSTALLATION

7.120 1552

9
-122564 TECHNICAL CONNECTIONS 9.850 2.1.47

10 122561 WATER 18.900 4.12't

11 122567 ELECTRIC CONNECTION 912 199

12 -122578 POTABLE WATER SUPPLY NETWORK 36.356 7.926

13 122565 WATER 13.069 2.849

1.4
-122576 SEWERAGENETWORK 30.230 6.591

15 122566 ELECTRIC NETWORK 3.123 681

-16 122580 OUTDOORS LIGHTNING NETWORK 56.523 -12.323

17 110814 WELLCABINET 4.800 1..046

18 122577 DRAINAGE CHANNEIS 38.197 8.328

19 234822 PUMPING GROUP 23.944 5.220

20 122562 WATERTANK 1OO MC 21..997 4.796

TOTAL 2.067.295 449.396

The value of constructions, determined through the cost metho4 is: 2.061.295LEI

b. The cost of replacing movable assets

Description of movable assets

Movable assets are equiPment
description is shown below:

and installations, furniture, office equipment' Their
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FIXED ASSETS name

SUPER IONIZER
INTELLIGENT
AIR distribution
Auto-restart
Active charcoal
De-humidifier
Sleep module
24hours timer

Easy to clean

HAIER- DOUBLE SPLIT AIR
CONDITIONING
EQUIPMENT

HAIER. DOUBLESPLIT AIR
CONDITION]NG



3

HAIER- DOUBLE SPLIT AIR
CONDITIONING
EOUIPMENT

2002
idem

4 HAIER. DOUBLE SPLIT AIR
CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT

2002 idem



5

HAIER- DOUBLE SPLIT AIR
CONDITIONING

2002
idem

6

HAIER- DOUBLE SPLIT AIR
CONDITIONING

2002 non-functional

7
HAIER. DOUBLE SPLIT AIR
CONDITIONING

2002 idem

8

HAIER- DOUBLE SPLIT AIR
CONDITIONING

2002
idem

9

HAIER- DOUBLE SPLIT AIR
CONDITIONING

2002
idcm

10

HAIER- DOUBLE SPLIT AIR
CONDITIONING

2002
idem

11

HAIER- DOUBLE SPLIT AIR
CONDITIONING

2002
idem

12

HAIER- DOUBLE SPLIT AIR
CONDITIONING

2002
idem

13

HAIER- DOUBLE SPLIT AIR
CONDITIONING

2002
idem

1.4

HAIER- DOUBLE SPLIT AIR
CONDITIONING

2002
idcm

l-5
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GREE AIR CONDITIONING
EQUrPMENT48000

BTU 4.

2072

3ree double split air conditioning 2x9000 Bru
fhis Gree double split air conditioning 2x9000 BTU, is ideal for residential spaces (apartrnents, villas, studios, living
:ooms) or commercial, has a 9000 + 9000 BTU cooling capacity, it is placed on the wall offering an elegance to the room
rnd increased efficiency in cooling and heating the air.
fhe energy class of the air conditioner is A ++ for cooling and A + for heating. General features of the double split air
:onditioning 2:.9000 BTU: - the possibility of creating a climate as close as possible to the temperature desired by the user
hanks to the environmental sensor in the remote control; - the energy class at A ++ 6 cooling mode and A + on heating
rnsures the reduction of energy consumption; - Improved condenser by increasing the heat exchange surface;
high performance indicator SEER and SCOP with values of up to 6.1 and 4 respectively; - the possibility of both cooling

rnd heating in extreme ambient conditions; - ideal climate solutions in applications requiring high efficiency and
reliability; - the possibility of programming the start and stop of the appliance.

lunctions of the Gree double split air conditioning 2x9000 BTU:- auto-restart function; Timer function: programmable
;tart and stop of the device; - compact desigu - intelligent defrosting; - high efficiency; I-feel function; -generation code
:rror; - turbo function #passage C2 #
fechnical data Gree double split air conditioning 2x9000 BTU:- cooling capacity (min / nom / max): 2050/8500/95N
BTU/h;-Heatingcapacity(min/nom/max):2050/94N/1O200BTU/h;-SEER/SCOP(A)PURPOSE(C):6.1//a.A
N /W -Cooling/ HeatingEnergyClass:A++ / A+;-soundpressurelevel(dBlA)(SH /H / M/L):38/3a/37/28;-
rolumeair(SH/H/M/L):500/a00/300/250m3/h;-powersupply:230V;-weight/grossweight(kg)8.5/11;-
lase size: 790x265x17 4 mm
Iechnical data Gree double split air conditioning 189000 BTU:- cooling capacity (min / nom / max): nm/V700/"18800
BTU / h; - Heating capacity (min / nom / max):

1.6

GREE AIR CONDITIONING
EQUIPMENT4Sooo

BTU 4.

2072 Cassette Wpe - S. C. EastWestS.R.L. Ploiesti

77 BENCH + LOCKER ROOM
SHELF

2000

18 BENCH + LOCKER ROOM
qHFI F

2000

\9 BENCH + LOCKER ROOM
SHELF

2000

20 BENCH + LOCKER ROOM
SHF'T.F

2000

27 SONY VIDEO CAMERA 2000 CCD TR427E

22 HEAT MASTER 201 boiler 2009 ACV BELGIUM

26



VIFOZJ OOIZI+-ACV Belgium, comprised of: Boiler with built-in tank (tank in tank type)

stainless steel, useful power (min / max) 56,4 -218,4Kw, anti-legionella protection, self-

contained (does not allow limestone

CENTRALHEATING
Double function heating
DHW

27



HEAT MASTER 201 Rigid polyurethane foam; - Modulating gas burner with pre-mixer, modulator type ACV
BG2000- M / 2OO, modulation from 60-240Kw - Electronic automation with
microprocessor "MCBA" with 3 NTC probes immersed in the boiler body; Kit for
chimney smoke standard, D : 250mm, 1m1; Safety valves, automatic vents, single point
flap, mounting fittings (spherical taps, bends, fitting, chucks, sq4ps)

24 KITCHEN PIECE 1997 non-functional

25
BEDROOM 2000

Bed [=2m,1=1,73m,H=0,46n) nightstands (2buc, L:0,51m ; w=0,5m; h=0,49m) big
wardrobe (L=2.07m, w=0.63; H=2.37m) chest-of-drawers 4 drawers
(L=0.81 ;l=0.42m;H=0.81m)

26 TALLCABINET 2000 dark grey (L=0.795m;l=0.+25m;H:1.86m)

27 TALLCABINET 2000 dark grey (L=0.795m;1=0.425m;H=1.86m)

28 TALL CABINET 2000 dark grey (L=0.795n;l=0.425m;H=1.86m)

29 TALL CABINET 2000 dark grey (L=0.795m;1=0.425m;H=1.86m)

30
ELECIRIC BRUSH 2000

electric engine 1.5Kw;380V;reductor; 2 brushes (L= 1.5m+1.6m)1=0.55m; aluminum
quards 1.5m+1.6mx0.20m

31
ELECTRIC BRUSH 2000

electric engine 1.5Kw;380V;reductori 2 brushes (L= 1.5m+1.6m)l=0.55m; aluminum
quards 1.5m+1.6mx0.20m

32
ELECTRO.PUMP 2000

DAB BPH 60l2.s0-40M

J.1
HOOD AND ACCESSORIES "1998 non-functional

34

FILTER-VENTILATION
INSTALLATION IFV 2- 750

STREJNIC SPORTS BASE
201.0 VENTILATOR + 3

VALVES

35 WORKTABLE 2001 stainless steel; L:1m; 1=0,6m; H=0,83m

36 WORKTABLE 2001 stainless steel; L=1m; l=0,6m; H=0,83m
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37
PROFESSIONAL WASHING
MACHINE

2008
MS-613LC-EGIRBAUGToup; L=0,75m; w=0,88 m; H=1,325m; dry laundry head:l2,Skg,

RPM 600/miru factor C-125; Program - 8

38

DABKVIO/5TPUMP 2003

Pumping group DAB 3 KV 10/5 T

Ihis DAB pumping group is intended for pumping domestic water, small civil, agricultural or

industrial instafiationi. Each DAB pumping group is comprised of: centrifugal multilevel electro-

pumps with vertical axis provides optimal functional parameters with high yields, anti-vibration

itur,d rrppo.g suction and discharge collectors, manometer. The electrical part of each DAB

pumping system is made up of an IP55 power panel with integrated drainage protection, control

.l..rrit, r*it"hur, pressure switches, wiring, water Pfotection. Each group of vertical pumps is

characterized by i robust construction, compact dimensions, high reliability and very silent

operation

39 DABKVIO/5TPUMP 2003 idcm

40 HEBE PUMP 2000 idem

4"1

DAB MULTI.LEVEL PUMP
coDE1..73P0273

201.6
t1paO/Sf ; model KV; L312mm, w 100mm; weight 25kg; RPS 2800 rot/min

42

ELECTRONIC REGULATOR 2000

El".trr"t. t"-p"r"t"* conholler that can be programmed for the desired application

via a card, the one from the heat PumP

29



43

DESKTOP SYSTEM WITH
MONITOR

2013

pVt<SU 31r:12.2013; model Desktop Lenovo Think Center M83,CPUintel(R)Core(TM)i5-

457OCOU @3.20GH2;Ram 4GB DDR3L-1600lntet(R)HD
Graphics 4600;HDD500GB7200rpm Seagate; DVD/CD-RW DH16AESH; Keyboards HIf)

keyboard device Lenovo; windows RTPro OA; optical mouse USB Lenovo

44 WASHER WITH 1 DRUM 2008 Size: 140x70x85

45
WASHERWITH1 DRUM
FOR DISHES

2008 Size: 140x70x85

46
WATERSOFTENING
STATION SDSTO 1.

2010

47
SUSPENDED 2000

Sizes: L=6,315 m; l=0,316 h= 0,7m ( 3corpuri X L=2.105m); melamine

48
CYLINDER 200u For compacting land, L =1,1m; diameter=71cm

19 CYLINDER 2008 For compacting land; L=1-,57m; diameter=71cm

50
Lawn mowing tractor CTH
t74

20^13
fip HUSOVenNA, Cufting knife width 97cm; h grass 38-102mm; G=90kg; gas'

51 UMBRELLA 2008 Sizcs: D=300x250

52
UMBRELLA 2008 Sizes: D=300x250

53
UMBRELLA 2008 Sizes: D=300x250

54
UMBRELI-A 2008 Sizes: D=300x250

55 UMBRELLA 2008 Sizes: D=300x250

56
BI.DIRECTIONALGATES -
48UC

2000

t0



57

EXPANSION VESSEL
CENTRAL HEATING

2000

@PansionveSSelisaSmalltankusedtoprotectclosedwaterheatinganddomestichot
wateriystems from excessive pressure created by the heating source. In other words, it is a small tank thal

protects the sanitary and heating installation against Pressure shock and thermal expansion

58

Outdoor stainless steel
double cooler 1

2071

pouUte c"Ui"et with shelves, transparent glass doors. L= 1,42 cm,l=66 cm, h= 1,89 cm;

Model SW1400; Type SC12CLX
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Methodolog! for cqlculating the ralue
The evaluation methods for estimating market value are based on the substitution

principle using market information and comprise of three approaches:

- Market approach
- Revenue approach
- Cost approach

Evaluation approach is one of the three main ways of estimating the value. Each

evaluation approach includes different methods that can be used to apply the principles of
the approach to asset types or specific situations.

Market approach - An approach in evaluation that provides an indication of the value

by comparing the subject asset with identical or similar assets whose price is known.
Revenue approach- An approach in evaluation that provides an indication of value by

converting future cash flows into a single amount of the equity.
Cost approach - An approach in evaluation based on the economic principle that a

buyer will not pay more for an asset than the cost of obtaining an asset with the same utility
either by buying or by building.

since there is no functional market for these, it wLs not possible to dbectly cornpate

zoith fuansactions anil leases, thet{ote, the cost approach utas taken into accou,tt.

Milestones:
/ Documentation, based on an information list provided by the clienU
r' Inspection of goods, assessing their technical condition;
/ Establishing the timits and assumptions undellying the report;
/ Selecting the type of value estimated in this repor!
r' Deduction and estimation of the limiting conditions specific to the objective to

be taken into account in the trarsaction;
/ Arralyztrrg all the in{ormation gathered, interpreting the results in terms of

evaluation;
/ Applying valuation methods considered appropriate to determine the value of

movable assets;
/ The reconciliation of the results and the final opinion on the determined value.

The evaluation procedure is carried out in accordance with the standards,

recommendations and working methodology recommended by ANEVAR'

Cost approach method
The principle of substitution is the basis of the cost approach: a prudent purchaser will

not pay moie for a property, a movable good than the cost of purchasing a substitute Property
or an equivalent movable asset. The principle can be applied either to an individual asset or to

a movable asset, a complex installation in its entirety.
The principle of the method consists in correcting the replacement value (new) with the

actual impairment degree, the necessary stePs to be taken being:

Determining the gross replacement cost - new (CIB) - as defined: Replacement value is the

unimpaired value of a fixed asset at the place of use, ready to be put into operation. It
comprises all the expenses that should be incurred at the valuation date to replace the mobile

asset considered as new, with technical-economic characteristics similar to the one to be

evaluated) by one of the recommended methods (estimate, cost-caPacity, index);
Estimated cumulative impairment B which includes ttre decrease in value or profitabfity of
a good due to:

)_



Physical wear and tear - due to consumption or expiration of its normal wear
and tear due to wear, deterioration, exposure to various elements, physical
factors and the like.

. Functional impairment - caused by inefficiencies and inaccuracies of property,
when compared to a more efficient or a less expensive replacement ProPerty,
and built with modern technology. Symptoms that show the presence of
functional impairment are overhead, unfinished constructions (excess capital
cost), declining productivity, inadequacy, lack of profit or other similar
conditions.

. Economic impairment (sometimes referred to as "external impairment") due to
factors external to the property, such as the increased cost of raw material,
workforce or utilities (without compensating for the increase in the price of the

product); Low demand for the produc! Increased competition; Environmental
policies or other legislative measures; Inflation or increased interest rates;

Other similar factors.
The cost of gross replacement - the cost of new.

The replacement cost of the new was considered to be the entry value of the goods.

a) Physical ImPairment
A physical impairment was assessed following the inspection according to the degree of
wear and tear of each asset.

b) functional imPairment
Functional depreciation is a loss of value of the assets as a result of technical progress/

the emergence of new technologies. Functional depreciation has been identified depending on

the nafure of the movable asset.

c) Extemal imPairment
Economic impairment is a loss of value resulting from the action of factors extemal to

the property.

The calculation of the values is shown in Annex 1

Cur
rent
no.

FIXED ASSET name

NET
REPLACEM
ENT COST

LEI

NET
REPLACEM
ENT COST

EURO

0 1 2 3

1

HAIER- DOUBLE SPLIT AIR CONDITIONING
EQUIPMENT 103 22

2

HAIER- DOUBLE SPLIT AIR CONDITIONING
EQUIPMENT

103 22

3

HAIER- DOUBLE SPLIT AIR CONDITIONING
EQUIPMENT

103 22

4
HAIER- DOUBLE SPLIT AIR CONDITIONING 103 22

5
HAIER- DOUBLE SPLIT AIR CONDITIONING 126 27

6
HAIER- DOUBLE SPLIT AIR CONDITIONING
EOUIPMENT

45 10

7 HAIER. SPLIT AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT 59 13



8
HAIER. SPLIT AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT 59 13

9
HAIER- SPLIT AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT 59 13

10
HAIER. SPLIT AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT 66 14

11
HAIER- SPLIT AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT 66 '14

12 HAIER. SPLIT AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT 73
.1.6

13
HAIER- SPLIT AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT "r6

'1.4 HAIER- SPLIT AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT 73
-1.6

15 GREE AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENI4EOOO BTU 4. 2.681 58s

1.6
GREE AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT4SOOO BTU 5. 2.681 585

17 BENCH + LOCKER ROOM SHELF 50 11

18 BENCH + LOCKER ROOM SHELI 50 11

"19 BENCH + LOCKER ROOM SHELF 50 1,1.

20 BENCH + LOCKER ROOM SHELF 50 11

21. SONYVIDEOCAMERA 31 7

22 HEAT MASTER 201 BOILER 1.4.268 3.111

23

CENTRAL HEATING Double function heating and
DHW HEAT MASTER 201

M.775 9.762

24 KITCHEN PIECE 1.6 3

25 BEDROOM \'7 12

26
TALL CABINET 38 8

27 TALL CABINET 38 8

28 TALLCABINET 38 8

29 TALL CABINET 38 8

30 ELECTRIC BRUSH 53 12

31 ELECTRIC BRUSH 53 12

32 ELECTRO-PUMP 50 11.

33
HOOD AND ACCESSORIES 32 7

34

FILTER-VENTILATION INSTALLATION IFV 2. 750

STREJNIC SPORTS BASE (VENTILATOR+3 VALVES)
1..266 276

35 WORKTABLE 33 7

.1t) WORKTABLE 7

37 PROFESSIONAL WASHING MACHINE 2.389 521

38 DABKVIO/5T PUMP 116 25



39 DABKVIO/5T PUMP 116 25

40 HEBE PUMP 39 9

47 DAB MULTI.LE\'EL PUMP COD -1.73P 0273 2.562 559

42 ELECTRONIC REGULATOR 66 1.4

43 DESKTOP SYSTEM WITH MONITOR 1..467 320

44 WASHER WITH 1 DRUM 755 165

45 WASHER WITH 1 DRUM FOR DiSHES 781. ^t70

46 WATER SOFTENING STATION SDS7O 1. 1.908 41.6

47 SUSPENDED 28 6

48
C\1-iNDER 1.62 35

49 CYLINDER 1.62 35

50 LAWN MOWING TRACTOR CTH 174 8.900 1..940

51 UMBRELLA 211 46

52
UMBRELLA 211 46

53
UMBRELLA 211 46

54
UMBRELLA 211 46

55 UMBRELLA 271 46

56 VANEBIDIRECTION.4BUC 200 44

57 EXPANSION VESSEL CENTRAL HEATING 258 56

58

OUTDOOR STAINLESS STEEL DOUBLE COOLER 1
2.730 595

TOTAL 91.186 79.878

SUMMARY FOR DEfiRMINING THEVALUE BY COST

*7 Euro=4.5868 lei

Propertv Value in Cost APProach

Total value cost = Vcost = 469.2748URO, equivalent to 2.152.4811ei

Current
no.

Name of the objective Market value
(Lei)

Market value
(Euro)

1 Constntctions 2.061..295 449.396

2 Other fixed assets 91..186 19.878

TOTAL 2.r52.481 469.274

3.1



Revenue approach
Updated Cash Flow Analysis (DCF) is a financial modeling technique based on explicit

assumptions about expected revenue and expense for a property or an enterprise. Such
assumptions refer to the size, quality, variability, timing and duration of cash inllows and
oudlows that are updated to present / updated value.

With the updated information and discount rates that can be supported, DCF analysis
is one of the accepted valuation methodologies in the revenue approach.

DCF analysis is applied in the valuation of real estate, enterprise and intangible assets,

in inveshnent analyzes, and as the accounting for estimating the value of use. DCF's analysis
is increasingly being used in the institutional, real estate and enterprise valuation sectors and
is frequently requested by clients, creditors, financial advisors and managers, and porffolio
managers.

DCF evaluations, as well as other revenue-based assessments, are based on historical
data analysis and on hypothesis about future market conditions that affect demand, supply,
revenue, expense, and potential risk. These hypothesis determine the ability to generate

revenue for a ptoperty or an enterplise whose future revenue and expense scheme has been

forecasted.
DCF ratings use update rates defined as a profitable rate used to convert an amount of

money to be paid or received in the future to its current (or present) value, and it must reflect

the opportunity cost of equity.
The DCF analysis involves predicting a series of periodic cash flows, either for a

functional property, for a developing property or for an enterprise. This forecast range of cash

flows is subject to an appropriate market-based discount rate to determine the present value

of the generable revenue flow of the property or enterprise. In the case of real estate

exploitation, the periodic cash flow is estimated in the form of gross revenue minus losses

from vacanry and non-payment of rent, minus expenses / operating costs. Then, the series of
net operating revenue is updated, together with the terminal value (reversion), the forecasted

yield for the end of the forecast period.
The forecast of the evolution of the revenue or periodic cash flow of an enterprise or

property, from which can be calculated indicators of financial profitability'
The forecasts of revenue or cash flow are made using a financial model that reflects the

historical relationships between revenue, expense and the value of the capital, as well as those

derived {rom the forecast of these variables. Financial modeling can also be used as a driving
tool to test property performance expectations to assess the integrity and stability of the DCF

model, or as a method of replicating the steps taken by investors in making decisions
regarding purchase, sale, or possession of a property or an enterprise.

lntemal rate gf return (IRR) is defined as the discount rate at which the present value of
the net cash flow of a project is equal to the present value of the equity investrnent. It is the
rate at which the net updated value (VNA) is zero. The IRR reflects both the recovery rate of
the invested capital and the return on initial investmen! which are the basics to be
considered by the potential investors. Consequenfly, obtaining IRR from the analysis of
market transactions with similar properties that generate a comparable revenue is a fair
method for establishing market discount rates used to obtain market value.

l5



The Net Updated Value (NLf$ is the difference between current or updated revenues
and actual costs or outflows in an updated cash flow analysis.

Evaluation by updating financial flows is based on the following hypothesis and
conditions:
o {sset Evaluation was made under the premise of continuing the activity
to which they conhibute - namely sporting activities.
r Jhe application of the method was based on the financial forecasts of the
activity carried out for the forecast period, received from the Beneficiary, correlated with the
estimated revenues based on hours of use, occupancy.
r Jhe estimation of the value of the financial elements was made on the
basis of the information available on the market and the data provided by the Beneficiary,
vabd on O6.07.2017;

The NBR reference rate valid on 06.07.2017 was applied in the estimation
of the values;
. The forecast has been for a S-year period starting in 2017;

Estimate of Revenues
For the estimation of the revenue, the Evaluator had at his disposal the revenue

situation of the company in the years 2016, the level of the prices, the vacancies.

Estimates of revenue are based on the following hypothesis:

Asset Evaluation was made under the premise of continuing the activity to which they

contribute - namely sporting activities.
The analyzed assets represent the basis of the sporting activity. They are made up of:

-Football field rental no. 1 turf
-Football field rental no. 2 real grass

-ClaY tennis court rental -daY
-Clay tennis court rental -night
-Sauna and Pool rental
-Corrfort room rental 1/daY
-Comfort room rental2/ daY ,

And the results of the individual assessment can only reflect the need for capital for their
replacement at the date of the evaluation, and not the potential for their fructification on the

market, which is given by the results of the activity to which they contribute.
The cash flows were estimated on the basis of the forecast of the revenues that the

assets may generate in the next period, as well as the costs related to the developed activity.
Tlu information prooided by the Bene.ficiary on Retenues hns been adjusted blt us based on tla
assumptions specr,fud in this chapter of tht report.
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TABLE FOR NET REVENUE/YEAR

Cur
ren
t
no.

ACTIVITY

TARIFF

I
HOUR

LEI

NO. OF

HOURS

DAY/
NIGHT

NO.
OF

ROO

MS

NO. OF

ROOMS

ACCOMM
ODATION

I
laAtt?tl

VBP

LEI

TOTAL
YEA

R tEI

occu
PANC

Y

%

VBE

LEI

20L7

VBE

LEI

2018

VBE

tEt
20L9

VBE

tEr
2020

VBE

LE!

202t

1
Football field rental
no. L turf 200 4 30 24.000 288.000 70% 201.600,00 211..700,00 222.300,00 244.500,00 269.000,00

2

Football field rental
no. 2 real grass 100 J 30 9.000 108.000 70% 75.600,00 79.400,00 83.400,00 g't.700,00 100.900,00

3
Clay tennis court
rental -day

25 6 30 4.500 54.000 7O7o 37.800,00 39.700,00 41..700,00 45.900,00 50.500,00

4
Clay tennis court
rental -night

35 2 30 2.100 25.200 60Yo 15.120,00 15.500,00 15.900,00 15.300,00 16.700,00

5
Sauna and pool
rental

75 4 30 9.000 108.000 70% 75.600,00 77.500,00 79.400,00 81.400,00 83.400,00

6
Comfort room
rentalL/dav

47 1 30 1..410 1,6.920 55% 9.306,00 9.800,00 10.300,00 11.300,00 12.400,00

7
Comfort room
rental2/ day

TOTAL

33 7 30 6.930 83.160 55% 45.738,00 48.000,00 50.400,00 55.400,00 60.900,00

683.280 460.764,O0 481..600,00 503.400,00 s46.50O00 593.800.00

Estimates of revenue were made under the following minimum conditions:
- Minimum number of lnurs / dny or night rentfll as set out in the table beloru;

- Number of days per month of minimum 20 days' stay, except for 30 days accommodation;

- The aacancy rate is 30%, uhich corresponds to 8.4 months of seroice and 45% for nccommodation;

- 5% annual grouth, excluding clay court night rent nnd Ssuna nndpool rental (2.5%).

- Starting ruith 2020, rue luae estimated tlu incresse to 10%.



Estimate of Expenses
Ior the estimation of expenses, the evaluator took into account information from the

database and from the estimations made by the beneficiary.
Direct costs: Expenses with maintenance personnel and other fixed and variable

expenses, such as maintenance of the land for carrying out the activity, and various services

related to the basic activity carried out based on the Assetsi

Indirect costs: Administrative staff costs and other fixed costs associated with the

activity;
Impairment expenses
Other revenues and financial and extraordinary expenses



NR.
CRT Streinic sports base

Accomplish
ed 2016 2017

ESTIMATES

2018 2019 2020 202'1.

1 Material costs 15.881,90 18.880,00 18.390,00 18.800,00 19.200,00 19.600,00

2 Expenses on energy, gas and water 42.060,11. 43.331,00 43.800,00 44.700,00 45.600,00 46.500,00

J Expenses with the Personnel 700.811.,73 11.4.446,00 1,07.435,00 109.600,00 111.800,00 114.000,00

4 Impairment expenses 178.262,40 116.450,00 1'1,4.470,00 116.800,00 119.100,00 121.500,00

5 Security expenses 72.92'1,,60 76.248,00 78.600,00 80.200,00 81.800,00 83.400,00

6 Expenses with RePairs 2.672,30 2.874,00 3.000,00 3.100,00 3.200,00 3.300,00

7 Postal and telecommunication exPenses 4.150,50 4.619,00 4.800,00 4.900,00 5.000,00 5.100,00

8 Environmental Protection Expenses 664,65 1.000,00 1.000,00 L.000,00 1.000,00 1.000,00

9 Expenses with taxes and fees 46.314,00 39.666,00 39.700,00 40.500,00 41.300,00 42.100,00

10
Other expenses (rent, insurance,
other external services)

1. TOTAL Expenses

8.810,13

412.549,32

8.916,00

426.430,00

8.350,00

419.545,00

8.500,00

428.L00,00

8.700,00

436.700,00

u.900,00

445.400,00



Cash-flow analysis
This methodology involves estimating the net capital flows that underlie sport

activity for a S-year basis. For their estimation, the profit tax was also taken into account. The

tax base is16% and is considered constant throughout the analysis period. Net profit is

Revenues from basic activities

Lentine football field no. 1 turf 101.600 11.700 ,-?2.300 2i14.500 169.000

lentins football field no. 2 real srass i 600 19 400 ts400 )1 700 t00.900

?entino clav tenniscorrrt - dav 7 AOO 19 700 "1.700 5.900 io 500

?ent'ino c'lav tennis colrrt - nisht 120 5.500 5.900 6 100 6700
75.500 77.500 'g 400 i.'t 400 i3 400
).306 ) R00 o 100 -l i00 2.1100

rnmfntt toam)ldaw 774 t8 000 ;0 400 ;5 400 ;0.900

)ther revenue
lotal revenue 18.816 t60.761 t81-600 ;03.400 ;,15.500 ;93.800

lXDenseS
r,Iaterial costs 5.881.90 8 SSO I jgo 8.800 9.200 9.600

determined by lowering the tax on gross revenue.

Discount rate. Capitalization rate
Definition: Discount rate

It represents a rate of profitability used to convert an amount of money to be paid or to

be cashed ir, tf," future in current value. The weighted average discount rate of the discount

rate applied to intangible assets and the discount rate applied to tangible assets should be

correlated with the weighted average cost of the enterprise's equity.
The capitalization rate and discount rate must be in line with the type of anticipated

benefit.
The discount rate and capitalization rate is determined as follows:

Discount rate estimation (CAPI!{ - Capital

Assets Pricing Model)
Strejnic

passtes - Volatility coefficient against the

market 1,20%

Rf - Risk free rate 0,34?6

MRPE (ERP) - Market Risk Pqryiust 9,7loto

SP - Siz€ premium 0,0006

a - Specific risk premium 3.13:6

K:Rf+0+ERP+SP+s t4j8o/o

For passets,size Premium was use the information on:

http:/ /pages.stern.nyu.edu/-adamodar/New-Home -Page/datafile/Betas.html
www. stern.nyu. edu/ -adamodar / pc / datasets / ctryprem' xls

TABLE TO DETERMINE THE MARKET VALUE
Current
no

Years 201.6 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021,



FxDense. with enerw- ois. water t2 060.11 .331 11800 t,l 700
Prsonnel exoenses tmRll7i t1-1.,U6 7 131 t09 600 11 800 :11 000

72.921,60 ,8 600 n).200 .100
!.672,10 I1171 1.000 l 100 r 100

Post and teleronlnruni.ation exDcnses 800 ; 000 t00
000 000 (x)o 00(l r 000

rares and fees eroPnses 1? 100

Cther expenses (rent, insurance, other extemal

Expenses t91-286,92 l(R.9tt0 ]05.075 t11.300 ]17.600 lzl.900



Iotal EBITDA revenue 265.471 50.784 76.525 192.100 228.900 269.900

4 nlpairment t18.262 116.450 '14.470 t16.800 119.100 r21.500

15 ]BIT 383.733 14.334 12.055 75.300 r09.800 148.400

I6 6% tax income expenses
t7 Work equity variation t0.000 2.500 2.700 1.000 t000 ].000

l8 [nveshnent e\penses t0.000 )2.500 ;5.200 ;8.200 11.200 4.200
),let Cash flow (14+15-16-.17-18) )5.7U 118.625 130.900 t61.700 202.700

9 Discount rate
20 )iscount factor 1.88 ).77 ).67 ).59 1.52

Dis.ounted Cash flow 9,1.021 )'t.278 s8.354 )7.576 t05.276 t66 445

21. lapitalization rate t25

22 ferminal value t.689.167

Net residual value discounted ]77.300

Iotal ass€t value LEI r.343.745

Iotal asset value EURO 292.959

Vrevenue = 7.343.745 Lei, equivalent to 292.960 Eul

The two approaches highlighted the following values:

The cost approach 2.152.481.

The revenue approach 1.343.745
LEI
LEI

The final estimate of the value is achieved, taking into account the specific criteda,
respectively:

specification Cost approach Revenue approach

adequacy good good

Plecision Uses only accurate market
data

Uses only accurate market
data

Amount of
information

great sufficient

Given that the cost approach is more accurate, due to the above criteria (adequary,

precision and especially the amount of information - the revenue approach is sufficient), we
-estimate 

that the market value fol the property "Conshuction and other fixed assets ",

,11

)



property of SC CONPET SA on 06.07.2017 is the one given by the cost approach, namely:
(rounded):

2.152.481 (LEI), respectiv ely 469.27 4
(EUR)

Value does not include VAT
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Determining the rent value

The determination of the value of rents started in this case from the fact that we know
the market value of the assets as determined above. Thus knowing this value, it is necessary

to estimate the capitalization rate. Starting from the above analysis, the Capitalization rate

was determined on the revenue method.

Vmarket = VNpCapitalization rate
In which:

- VNE - is derived by deducting the expenses of the owner from the total gross

revenues, namely: exPenses related to the owner (property tax, maintenalce,
repairs, depreciation, management, secudty, cleaning etc.). = VBE - TOTAL
EXPENSES

- VBE - The anticipated property revenue, adjusted for the losses related to
vacancy rate: VBP - VACANCY RATE

- VPB - Potential gross income - the total estimated income to be generated by

the property subject to valuation under maximum use conditions.

A methodological and practical problem must be addressed in the evaluation:

r Determining the capitalZation rate.

Direct capitalization is a method used in the revenue approach to convert the annual

income from the operation of a property into a market value indicator of this property.

Estimating the capitalization rate

The capitalization rate (c) Represents the relationship between eamings and value and is

a divider by means of which the revenue from the rental of the property is transformed into the

value of the property in question. The calculation of the capitalization rate is made in the most

correct way, bised on exact information provided by the real estate market regarding

trarsactions (rents, saleg purchases) concluded. If this information is missing, the estimate of the

capitalization rate can be made based on a deflated base rate plus investrnent risk premiums.

In the analysis of the market, the studies undertaken concluded that capitalization rates

for the net income are between 10-11% for the type of property evaluated. In the present

paper, taking into account the specific local conditions and the market value of the rents on

comparable real estate properties, as well as the risks related to such activity due to the rising
trend of the real estate market, the resulting yield values must be analyzed, in the context of
the profitability required on Specific market.

The capitalization rate used was estimated taking into account the information about
rents and offers for sale of properties with similar characteristics in the area where the valued
property is located, but also by the information provided by the big real estate companies
(CBRE, DTZ, THE ADVISERSANIGHT FRANK JLL, COLLIERS), thus the maximum
capitalization rate of 10% was selected, also justified by the fact that the owner does not own
the land from a legal point of view.

+l



COLLIERS: For the Bucharest market, the information is based on Class A office buildings in
terms of building quality regardless of location and with more than 3000 sqm of leasable.

DTZ: For the Office Market, both in Bucharest and in the country, the information is about
the buildings with the best technical specifications, where the highest rent was rePorted.

fLL: For the office market, the largest rent was reported, in the best building of the type of
locatiorL under market conditions.
CBRE: "Prime rent" was reported, which represents the market rent that can be obtained for a

standard unit (according to the demand for each one - 1000 sqm for offices), of the best quality
and the best location in Marke! on reporting date. "Prime Rent" should leflect the level at

which relevant transactions are completed in the market at that time, but they must not be

identical with any of them, especially if the level of transactions is limited or there are only a

few offers.
Colliers, The Advisers/Kni ght Fra*/JLL/DTZ: The rents reported are of the triple

net type - all expenses are borne by the tenant (taxes, utilities and repairs or expenses related

to the common areas and other expenses necessary for the maintenance and exploitation of
the rented property). These may be paid by the landlord, but are re-billed to the tenants by

"service charge" (including, but not limited to, the above listed categories).

NB: Capital expenditures remain with the owner'

Colliers, The Advisers/Knight Franly' lL\D"lZ: The rents reported are of a

contractual nature, so no account is taken of the facilities granted by the owner (months of
free rent, the ormer's contribution to the arrangement of the space)

CBRE: The reported rents are gross, with an analysis of how much it is recovered by

"service charge" and the total of facilities (months without rent, ownet's contribution to space

planning).
The capitalization rates reported refer to primary products, respectively to the best yield (the

lowest rate) estimated to be obtainable for a top quality office property in the best location on

the market, rented at Market rent level, with first-class tenants

The capitalization rates reported do not take into account any transaction realization costs, or

related tar but reflect the reported price.

The estimates of capitalization rates are based both on closed transactions in recent years and

on advanced negotiations.
The capitalization rate is estimated to be the ratio between VNE (Operating Net lncome)

(after VBE deduction of operating exPenses and loss due to vacanry) and the negotiated /
traded price.
In the case of primary cities, only modem buildings are athactive to investors. The
capitalization rate for these products was estimated considering the expectations of investors
who would be interested in acquiring such properties in the analyzed cities as well as the

transactions recorded in the last years.
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years, so it is difficult to estimate a Capitalization rate for them.

Market segment
Bucharest

Primary cities (Iasi, Cfoi
Napoca, Brasov, Timisoara,
Contanta)

Secondary cities (Sibitt,
Craiov+ Targu Mures,
Ploiesti Pitesti Arad)

OFFICE SPACES

Contractual CLASS A rent
(eur/sqm/month)

-central: 18

-semi<entral: 14,5-76,5

-oeripherv:10

11-14 9-11

Average occupancy rate 73,170

Iasi 8%

Cluj Napoca 12%

Timisoara 87o

13%-18"/.

Capitalization rate ('7o) 7.sfik 8.75o/v925oh 9,SYo

COMMERCIAL CENTERS

Required rental for a 100 sqm
space on the ground floor(
eur/sqm/month)

60 3540 20-25

Capitalization rate (%) 7,75% 8,750h 9-9,SYo

INDUSTRIAL

Average Class A
rent(eur/ sqm/ month)

3,8 forareas < L0.000 sqm

3 - 3"5 for areas >
10.000 sqm

2,8 - 3,8 depending
On the area

2,5 - 3 depending on the area

Average vacancy rate (%) 7,870 \0-1,2./.

Capitalization rate (%) 8:75% Itr/o:L7oh L0,5-77,5%

CBRE RO/VfANIA

Market segment
Bucharest

Primary cities (Iasi, Clui
Napoca, Brasov, Timisoara
Contanta)

Secondary cities (Sibiu,
Craiova, Targu Mures,
Ploiesti, Pites6 Arad)

OTFICE SPACES

Contractual CLASS A rent
(eur/sqm/month)

<entral: 15-18

-semi{entral: 14-16

-oeripherv:8-13

10-14 9-13

Average occupancy rate 14o/o

Timisoara,Iasi -

Cluj Napoca -

Brasov -

Capi+al ization rate (o/o)
Primary produc ls:, T/o-7,7 50 /o

Secondarv oroducts: 95%-11%
9oh-\ff/o Very limited interest

COMMERCIAL CENTERS

Required rental for a 100 sqm

space on the ground floor(
eur/sqm/month)

Primary products: 60-70

Secondary products: 45{0
Primary products: 20-25

Secondary products: 15-20
15-20

Capitalization rate (%)
Primary products;l 7 5o/o4o/o

Secondarv orodrrcts: 9o/v7ff /o
8.7Soh-925Yo 9-9,501,

INDUSTRJAL

Average Class A
rent(eur/sqm/ month)

3,64,15 for areas
10.000 sqm

3,44,75 for areas
10.000 sqm

3,6-4 3,75 - 4,25

Average vacanry rate (%) '12.27.
Brasov 1 7o

Cluj Napoca, Timircara S
700a

Caoitalization rate (%) 99.SYo 9.7*L0.5o/o llYo
CO LLIERS TNTERNA TIONAI,

Market segment
Bucharest

Primary cities (Iasi, Cluj
Napoca, Brasov, Timisoara,
Contanta)

Secondary cities (Sibiu
Craiova, Targo Mur;
Ploiesti, Pitesti, Arad)

OFFICE SPACES
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Contractual CLASS A rent
(eur/sqm/month)

{entral:1618
-semi-central: 12-15

-peripherv:9-11

-12-15 9-11

Average occupancy rate 147o

lasi 7o/o

Cluj Napoca 7%

Timisoara 5%

Brasov 107o

CaDitalization rate (%) 7.50/o 8{,5% 95o/o

COMMERCIAL CENTERS

Required rental for a 100 sqm space

on the ground floor
60-70 30-35 20-25

Capitalization rate (%) 7.75o/o 85% g%-l$/o

INDUSTRIAL
Average Class A rent 3,5-4 3-3.5 2,75-3.5

Averaqe vacancy rate (%) 67o 47o

Capitalization rate (%) 9-5o/o 9,75o/o 10.5%

DTZECHINOX

Market segment
Bucharest

Primary cities (Iasi, Clui
Napoca, Brasov, Timisoar&
Contanta)

Secondary cities (Sibit+
Craiova, Targu Mures,
Ptoiesti, Pitesti, Arad)

OFFICE SPACES

Contractual CLASS A rent
(eur/sqm/month)

-central: 18,5

-semi-central 14-15,5

-peripherv:10-12

10-14 9-77

Average occupancy rate 13.47.

lasiT-10o/o

Cluj Napoca 9-12% Brasov9-

12o/"

Canitalization rate (ol,) 7 5o/o 8.75% 9So/n

COMMERCTAL CENTERS

Required rental for a 100 sqm sPace

on the eround floor(eur/sqm/month)
60-70 30-35 20-25

Capitalization rate (%) 75%o 8,5-Y/" v9s%

INDUSTRIAL

Average Class A rent
(eur/sqm/month)

3,54 for areas < 10.000 sqm

10.000 sqm
28 - 4 depending on the area 2"43.2 depending on the area

Average vacancy rate (%) 6-7o/o

Capitalization rate (%) 9.0Yo 1V/o-70.SYo L0,5-77,5%

IONES I. NG LASAILE

Market segment
Bucharest

Primary cities (Iasi Clui
Napoca, Brasov, Timisoar&
Contanta)

Secondary cities (Sibitl
Craiov4 Targu Mures,
Ploiesti. Pitesti. Arad)

OFFICE SPACES

Contractual CLASS A rent
(eur/sqm/month)

-central:1618

-semi-central: 13-16

-periphery: &L3

10-13 7-70

Average occupancy rate -14-157.

Iasi -

Cluj Napoca -

Timisoara -

Brasov -

Capitalization rate (% ) 725o/o 85-9% 9,5o/o-10,5o/o

COMMERCIAL CENTERS

Required rental for a 100 sqm
space on the ground floor(
eur/sqm/month)

50-60 20-30 18-20

Capitalization rate (%) 7F% 8.750/o-9.25oh 9.25o/o-9.75o/o

Average Class A
rent(eur/ sqm/month) 10.000 sqm 10.000 sqm 10.000 sqm
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3,75-4 for areas between
3.000-10.m0 sqm

3,3-3,5 for areas >

2.9-3.5 for areas between
3.0m-10.000 sqm

2.23 for areas >

2-5-3.3 for areas Hween
10.000 sqm

2-3.5 for areas >

We consider that tlu capitalization rate for such (sports) actiztities for uhich ue do not hmte actizte market

dnta is between capitalization rates of commercial and industial properties. ln this use, we considered that the

caitalization rate of 1.0% is appropiate.

The calculation made for determining the return on property is shown below (in this
case, the value of the property is given by the revenue valuation):

From here results:
VNE = Vmarket x Capitalization rate = Actual net income for one year
VNE month = VNE/r2

Thus:
VNE = 292.960 x 70oh= 29.296;
VNE month= 29.296fl2 =2.M7 Eur/montll ROUNDED 2.440 Euy'month

Economist Neculai Postole,
Authorized evaluator,

ANEVARmember
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ANNEX 1 CONSTRUCTION CALCULATION SHEET

IN\,'ENTORY NUMBER 110818

Rapid evaluation ofrhe
constructions
Matrix 5 - Reevaluation
catalog, Sheet no. 35, page

93

1. ldentification
data

Name
Address
Cadaster position

2. Technical
characteristics

Construction type
Heisht
Built area (Ac) sqm 734
Developed area (ad) sqm 1987.3

Useful area(Ac)sqm t't 43.25

Averase heisht (m) 3

Specification Description Technical
status

Structure Reinforced
concrete

good

Elements Closings masonry good

Structural Covers Bitumen +
wood skarp

good

Non-structural Floors Good quality good

Inside finishing Superior good

Outside finishing Superior good

Specification Description Technical
status

Electrical yes good

lnstallations Thermic )es
utilities Water, sewerage )es good

Cas )es good

Telecommunication l'es good

3. Determining the gross replacement cost

Matrix 5 - re-eualuation catalog, sheet no 35, page

93
Construction Lei/sqm AD 335

Unit cost estimate Electrical
installation

Lei/sqm AD 162

As of01.01.1965 Sanitary
installation

Lei/sqm AD 0

Central heating
installation

Lei'sqnt AD 83

Total Lei/sqm AD 580

Corrections
Suoerior finishing Lei/sqm AD 98

Threshold price
(Pb)

Lei/sqm AD 6',18

Determining the gross CRB=PBXADX



KtxK2/r.20
Reconstruction price Kl according to the estimate

INCERC on December 2016
26272,15

(CRB) K2- according to
the evolution ofthe
leu./euro rate

I

CRB lei r.089.432 Crb/sqm
(lei)

1.484

GROSS RECONS TRUCI ION PRICE 23',7 .536
euro
r20 Euro/sqm

Construction year 2000

Evaluation year 20t7
Technical status satisfactory The situation in which some maintenance works were carried out,

comDletely neglecting the current and capital repairs

Technical status good Situation in which no major repairs were carried out, only the current

and maintenance rePairs

Technical status very good Situation in which timely and in good conditions maintenance works,

current repairs, capital repairs were carried out

Construction age l7 years
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CALCULATION
ITEMS

M.U. VALUE CALCULATION
ITEMS

M.U. VALUE

UNITARY CB LEIlM3 1.484 UNITARY CB LEIlM3 1.484

Area in meters
with subiect

M3 1,987.30 Area in meters
with subiect

M2 1987.30

TOTAL CIB LEI 2.949.90'r TOTAL CIB LEI 2.949.90-t

Total physical
impairment

o/
/o 35.00% Total physical

impairment

o/
/o 35.00%

FUNCTIONAL
IMPAIRMENT-

o/
/o 0.00% FUNCTIONAL

IMPAIRMENT*

o/
/o 0.00%

EXTERNAL
IMPAIRMENT**

o/
/o 25.00% EXTERNAL

IMPAIRMENT**

o/
/o 25.00o/'

Net replacement
cost

LEI 1.438.0n Net replacement
cost

LEI 1.438.077

Total
impairment

LEI 1..511..824 Total
impairment

LEI 1.511..824

VALUE EURO 316.685 VALUE EURO 316.685

LEI 1.438.100 LEI 1.438.077

*6[ifi Gitioiluoru.i.-1n."ui."ti**pru.i.g.-a"rgroundlowand

Data presentation
Buildine sheet

Bu )n

lnventory
no.

110814 Name WELL
CABINET

Address

Town ShEnic Post code Building
Its

Well
catrinet

Buildi
TyPe Special

buildins
Corstruction
vear

2000 length 1.8

Building sub-type - technical
classification

Well
cabinet

Upgrading
vea

width 2.4 Height
reqime

burried

Main ftmctions Well
cabinet

Upgrading
details

Height '1.9 Technical
stah$

Building Corstruction
elements

TectrfcaI
status

3.finishing lnterior
finishins

Conclete Coment

l.Structue colment Cood Exterior
finishins

comment

Infras tructue concrete coIment qmd

Resistance concrete

2. Cover Technical
status

Closinss concrete comnent Good

Compartments coment
Exterior
carpentrv

comment

Cover /roof conment

Building description

none

Additioml building
description

Not the
cme

Amex

Date of
iroDection

Evaluator
reDresentative

CIient
representative

Coments
Inspection
limitations
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Building value estimate
Cost source 1

Reconstruction costs - replacement costs: Industrial, commercial, and agriculfural buildings, special constructions, MATRIX
VOL. 10, sheet no.2
Unit cost: 679.39 lei/ m3
Results of the cost approach
LEI/EURO rate at the date of the evaluation: 4.5411

Physical impairment: 29.80%

Comments
Well capacity (m3): 8.30 m3
Value : EURO : 1..227 ; LEI:. 5.571.

The physical impairment has been calculated accordingly to the actual age, according to table 10 from annex 2 to GEV 500

Stating of the value: EURO/LEI

WELL CABINET

Construction characteristics "walls from simple concrete

"ceiling and roof from reinforced concrete
Height
reeime Buried

Furnifure: Lensth 1.8

Construction year: 2000 width 2.4

capacitv 8.2 m3 height: 1..9

Work cateqories volume adiustments value

Constructions for Well Cabinet m3 leilsqm lei

660 8.2 5.412

0

technical value 5.412

adiustrnents

to cover the tubs with metallic lids 0

technical adiusted value (as of 01.01'1965) 5.412

Discount coefficient 31'.12.206 23.463,9656

sross replacement cost (31.12.2016) (w V ,T 10.582.25

sross unit replacement cost (31.12.2016) w VAT 1..291

normal impairment is determined accq4tng-lg ry1q

Conshuction year 2000

evaluation year 2017

Technical stafus good
@ave not veen performed, just current and

maintenance reP

normal ohvsical impairment Dfn= Dfmin+

Dfmax-Dfmin/Vmax-
yafi1 +(Vef-Vmin)

=29.8096

where

Vef= 17 Years

Dfmin: 27 o/
lo

Dfmax= 34 o/

Vmin= 't6 vears

Vax: 20 YEAIS
50



CALCULATION
ITEMS

M.U. VALUE CALCULATION
ITEMS

M.U. VALUE

UNITARY CB LEIlM3 7.291 UNITARY CB LEIlM3 7.297

Area in meters
with subiect

M3 8.20 Area in meters
with subject

M3 8.20

TOTAL CIB LEI 10.582 TOTAL CIB LEI 10.582

Total physical
impairment

'/" 40.00% Total physical
impairment

% 40.00%

FUNCTIONAL
IMPAIRMENT-

0.0% FTJNCTIONAL
IMPAIRMENT-

o.o.k

EXTERNAL
IMPAIRMENT*

25.007" EXTERNAL
IMPAIRMEN}-

25.00%

Net replacement
cost

LEI 4.762 Net replacement
cost

LEI 4.762

Total
impairment

LEt 5.820 Total
impairment

LEI s.820

VALUE EURO 1_.057 VALUE EUIiO 1.057

LEI 4.800 Ltil 4.762



INVENTORY NUMBER 122561

DRILLED WELL

Dresentation of data

sheet

construction cha racteristics *drilled well with metallic column, to caPture Groundwater of sma

Identification characteristics

inventory no 122561 type special constructions

county prahova sub-type - technical classification well

locality streinicu main functions capturing watcr

Name Water well

Features

construction year 2000 depth 65m

work cateqories (leilml) dcpth value

electrical network

replacemt'nt valutt total replacement value for depth (h) in m drilled well oioe material nl lei

1..465 63.8 metal 65 93.467

technical value 93.467

adiustments



technical adjusted value (as of 01.01.1966) 93.467

Discount coef f icient 31.12.206 ?4.261.,7 409

Construchon Cross leplacementcost (31.12.2016) 188.972,68

Construction des.riPtion

conshuctron Year 2000 cost source 1

Iast evaluation catalog for special buildings - MATRIX ROM publishing
house, edition 1995 - catalog 10, sheet no.3

evaluation Year 201.7

technical status satisfactory situation in which no capital repairs have been made, only cullent and maintenance wolks

Construction age
'17

Yeals

normal physical wear Dfn + Dfmin+Dfmax-Dfmin/Vmax-Vmin +(Vef-Vmin)= 29%

ROUND

Calculation items mu value t7 calculation itenrs MU

Total CIB Iei 188,973 Dfnrin= 27 Total CIB It'i 188,973

total impairment 90.00% Dfmax= 34 total impairment 90.00%

lmpairment total lei "t70,075 Vmin= l5 years Impairnrent total lei 770,076

VALUE 4.161 20 years VALUI] euro 4.761

lei 18,900 Ici 18,897

Lei/Euro rate at the evaluation date

buildins identifi cation

722562

buildins use I tank



buildins characktistics
20m

height

buiklins sub-tyD€ ' te.hnical .ldsification

coretru€tion elcmmts for the building

intcriorfinishhs I hrdro-t.'chnicalconcrete

heatirlg

Clnna

Building dsription

description o( the uPgrading

additional documents for the building

.valuator repr.scntative client reprcsentahve

insp€ction limitations

sunmarY o( the .valuation

Building value estimate
Cost source 1

Reconstructron costs - teplacement costs: Industrial, commerciat, and agricuttural buildings, sPecial constructions, MATRIX VOL. 22, sheet no 9

Unit cost: 255.17 lei/m3



Results of the cost aPProach

LEI/EURO rate at the date of the evaluation: 4.5411

Physical impairment 13.OOY.

Comments
Tank capacity (m3): 100 m3

Value : EURO : 5.019 ; LEI 25.517

The physical impairment has been calculated accordingly to the actual age, according to table 1 from annex 2 to GEV 500

Stating of the value: EURO 5.019; LEI:25.517



CYLINDRICAL CONCRETE TANK - SEIVII.BURIED/BURIED

Construction characteristics 4CYLINDRICAL BURIED OR SE]\'I]t-BURIED CONSTRUCTION

"CONCRETE STRUCIURE

Features:

Constructron yeai: 2000

Built
area

Height
regime buried

capacity 100 m3

Work categories Leilm3 volume adiustments value

Constructrons for underground stolage m3 lei/ sqm lei

150 8.2

technical value 15000

adiushnents

to cover the tubs with metallic lids 0

technical adjusted value (as of 01.01.19651

Discount coefficient 31.12-206 23.463,9656

qross replacement cost (31.12.2015) (w VAT 29.329.96

gross unit replacement cost (31.12.2016) w VAT 293

normal impairment is determined according to P135

ConstrLlction vear 2000

evaluation vear 2017

Technical status good
Sitoutio" i" *tri"tt .upital works have not been Perfolmed, iust current afld

mdintenance rePdirs

Aqe of the construction 77 years

normal phvsical impairment Dfn= Dfmin+
Dfmax-DImin/ Vmax-vmin
+(Vef-Vmin) =13,00%

lvhere

1,7 years

Dfmin= 11

Dfmax= 6

Vmin= 15 Years

20 Years

CALCULATION
ITEMS

N'I-U, VALUE CALCULANON
ITEMS

M.U. VALUE

UNITARY CB LErlN,r3 291 UNTTARY CB LErlM3 293

Area in metets
with subiect

M3 100.00 Area in meters
with subiect

M3 100.00

TOTAL CIB LEI 29.330 TOTAL CIB LEI 29.330

Total physical
impai!ment

v. 25.00% Total physical
impairment

L 25.00%

FUNCTIONAL
IMPAIRN'IENT-

0.00_"/" FUNCTIONAL
IMPAIRMENT-

0.00%

EXTERNAL
INlPAIRN,IENT*

0.00_",, EXTERNAL
INIPAIRMENT*

0.00 ?;

Net replacement
cost

LEI 27.997 Net replacement
cost

LEI 27.997

5l



Total in1pairment LEI Total impairment LEI 7.332

VALUE EURO 4.844 VALUE EURO 4.844

LEI 27.997 LEI 21.998

5l



SI]WERAGE PIHi INVE ITORY I IUMBER 1.22576

construction characteristics
*concrete pipe, reinforced concrete or cera ics

* mounting depth 2-5mi Characteristics

idcntification
hdLrstrial

122576 sub{ype - tcchnical classification PIPI

county

SI]WERACE
PIPE

lo{ality Streinicu

SIJWERAGTJ NIiI'WOIIK

construction year: 2000 total length 50 nll

concrete / reinforce concrete length 50 ml

ceramics length 0ml

work cateqories (lei/ nll) lcngth adiustnlents

sewerage pipe
nl It'i lei

dianlct(rr (m ) replacenent value/ km{oncrete replacement value/ km{eramics makTial

200 233 0 50 7250 18900

te€hnical value
18900

adjustment
18900

techni.al adjustecl value (as of01.01 1965) 23.463.9656

discount coeff icient 31.12206



INVE {TORY T IUMBER -122576

CoNSTRUCION GRO6S REPLACIMENT CO6r QL1?4]!I- 16!155 75

Iluilding ctescription

Construction year 2000

- MATRIX ROM,

costsour(e I | 1qq5 edition, Br.rhure no. 10,sheelno.21

Fvaluation date 2016

Tcchnical status good situation in which no capital rePairs have been rYrade, only current and maintenance repairs

Construction age 16

normal physical impai.^""t Df"= Dfin*Df-"r-Dh
ROUNI)

CALCUI,ATION ITEMS IVlU VALUI CAI,CULATION ITI]MS MU VA1 UlI

Total CIB I-EI 36.956 I)fmin= l7 Ihtal CIB I-IJI 36.956

I'hysical impairment for age 18.20% Dfm.rx: 23 I'hvsical impairmcnt for aqe 1U.20'L

LII 6726 15 Impairment btal Llrt 6726

EUITO 6657 20 VAI,Uli 1: U I(O 6657

LEI 30230 1.lil l0?30

LEI/Uuro rate for the evaluation date 4.5411 739.12 lei/ ni

Comments Physical impairment was calculated according to u.t ul ug" u..nt.li^g to t



WATIR SUPPLY PIPE INVE {TORY NUMBE t122578

construchon characteiistics 'asbestos, steel, ,einlorced .oncrete cast iron pip€,
*gate nuiholes, the valve or drain are

'dasidns to 1.20 n

12?574 sutltvpe technical clmsification HPIi

SUIPLY fIfL

lo.alitv

IOTABLI] WATI]R NIiTWORK

20(x) 250 nn

CAST llloN/st..l lenf th 250 nrl

Work catesories (lci/nJ) longlh

l.i

r€placeme t valuc/ km-asbestos replacenrnt value/km-steel/.ast iron

EO
80 000 Stecl 50 22 730

100
101 00i)

2.730

22.7f0

technical adiusted value (as of 01.01.1965)



discount cGf ficient 37.72.206 INVE {TORY NUMBE \122578 23.463.9656

coNSrRUCnoN GRO6S REPLACEMENT cQqrs112.201q) 44.444,66

Building description

Construction vear 2000

ial construction - MATRX ROM, 1995 edition, Brochure

cost source 1 | no. 10, sheet no. 16

Evaluation date 2076

Technical status good situation in which no caPital repats huu"

Comtruction age 76 years

normal physical impaiment Dfn= Dfin+Dfmax-Dfmin/vmax-vmin+(vef-vmin)= 18.20%,

ROUND

CALCULATION ITEMS MU VALUE Vef= 76 ycars CALCULATION ITEMS MU VALUE

Total CIB LEI 44.445 Dfmin= 17 Total CIB LEI 44.445

Phvsical impaimrent for aqe 18.20 Dfinax= 73 Phvsical impairment for age 18.20%

Impairment total LEI 8.089 Vmin= 15 years Impairmcnt total LEI 8.089

Value EURO 8.006 Vmax: 20 vears VALUE EURO 8.006

I,I ]I 36.356 LEI 36.356

LEI/Euro rate for the evaluation date 4.54',1,1 unit cost 739.72lei/ ml



suppr-y ANr) r.rGrrINrNc tusr'.rlrertoN SMj&N@&YLINIAIEiEBRcnouNo calutv

data presentation

construction characteristics 'distribution networkfor public and private liShtninB

'cables reinforced with copper or aluminum conductors

with 3 or4 conductors Characteristics

type industflal

122578 sub-typ€ technical classification

ELECTRICAL

NETWORK

POWTR

TRANSMISSION

locality Strejnicu

EXTERIOR LIGHTING INSTALLATION

2000 totallength 5OO ML

work catesories (lei/ml) | ru"t*o.t ength Metallic poles

ELECTRICAL NETWORK
pleces

ml ei

replacement value/km Poles replacement value/piece Materialr

3x16 46.000 380 168 17 14-191

3x25 57.000 t.810 100 I 24 121

3x6 18.500 2 s60 60 8 22 7tX)

75.593

adjustment
23.463.9656



technical adiusted value (as of 01.01.196s) INVENTORY NUMBE

discount coefficient 31.12.206

coNSTRUCTTON GROSS REPLACEMENT COST (31.12.2016) 147.8 10,06

Building description

Construction year 2002
@luation of special construction - MATRIX RoM,

cost source 1 I 1995 edition, catalo8ue no. 102, sheet no. 20

Evaluation date 2077

Technical status Good situation in which no capital repairs have been made, only current and mainte

Construction age 15 years

normal physical impairment Dfn= Dfin+Dfmax-Dfmin/Vmax-Vmin+(Vef-Vmin)=27,00%

ROUND

CALCULATION ITEMS MU VALUE Vef= 16 vearS CALCULATION ITEMS MU VALUE

Total clB LEI 1.47.8L0 Dfmin= 77 % Total clB LEI 747.870

Total impairment 60% Dfmax= 23 % Total lmpairment 18.20%

lmpairment total LEI 88686 Vmln= 15 years lmpairment total LEI 8.089

Value EURO 13020 Vmax= 20 years VALUE EURO 13020

LEI 59724 LEI 59724

LEI/Euro rate for the evaluation date 4.5471 unit cost 739.t2lei/m\



INVENTORY NUMBER 234822

Building value estimate
Source
Catalogue for rapid evaluation of special constructions, MATRIX VOL. 22, brochure no. 7, sheet no. 9

Unit cost 977.31/sqm
Gross replacement cosl 42.536.00 lei
Results
LEI/EURO rate at the date of the evaluation: 4.5411

Physical impairment: 29.00'k

Built area: 24.50 sqm
Value: EURO: 5.273 ; LEl: 23.944

The physical impairment has been calculated accordingly to the actual age, according to table 10 from

annex 2 to GEV 500

Stating of the value: EURO: 5.273; LEI:23.944

BURIED PUMPING STATION BUILDING
Data presentahon
Buildins sheet
Building identif ication
Inventory 23,1822 Nae PUI\{PIN

C
CROUP

County Prahova Address
Town Strrjnic Post code Buildin

g use
NON,
RESIDEN
TIAL

Building characteristics

Typ" industrial Constructio 2000 built area 24.50 Useful area 22 05

Building sub-type - technical
classiJica tion

Collecting
well

Upgrading Spread 21.50 I leight
regime

2lJ

Technical
status

Building Construction Technical
stafus

3 finishing lnterior I Concrete
Iinishins I

Comment Goocl

l.Structure Good Exterior
finishins

good

Infrastructure good Technical
stafus

Resistance Comment Good

2. Cover Te€hnical
status

4.
Installatio
ns

Co ment

Closings Good Electrical I Lighting Comment

Compartments Good Heating Comment

Exterioi Good Sanitary missing

Corer /roof Good climate missing

Building description

-suRIFD 

tuNtftNc srA noN BUILDINC

Additional building
description

Not
APPLICABL
E

Inspection
Date of inspection Evaluator

representative
Client representahve

Comments
Inspechon
limitations



INVENTORY NUMBER 234822



I}URIEI) PUMP STAI'ION BUILDING

*underqround buildins for pumpins Potable wut"', *1!\l14E13l4lgl&I9gl9!gs!9lI E

'entrance door and metalic window, electric lightning installation

*Walls plastered with cement mortar

Ietrtures

Construction y!'ar 2GX)

lluilt
24.5 sqm heit rc,aime 2lJ

Adiustments(k'i/nlp AC)

BURIED PUMPINC STATION BI.,'lLDINC

Constructions lei/sqm lci

0 890 215 21.805

Technical value
21.805

adiustnrents
21.805

Discount coef fi cient 31.12.206
23.,163,9656

BuildingGROSS REPLACEMENT COST (31'12 2015)
42.635.98

-l 

I r---r---
Iivaluation date 2017

situation in which no capital work have been made, only current anc
T..hnical status good

Ase of the construction 17

I'lI year Ponderate crological agc

50'lr 21.318 2U)0 17 8,50

9380 2000 17 3,74

finishing 8% 3111 2000 t7 '1,36

Installation 2t)'/,, 8527 2000 17 3,40

Construction chalacte stics



TOI'AL 100% 42636
'17,00

normal p\sical impalrment Dfn= Din+Dfmax-Dfmin/Vrnax-Vmin+(Vef-
Vmrn)= 29.00%

ITOUND

CAI-CULA1'ION ITEMS N4U VALUE 17,00 CALCULATION I'I'IJM5 l\'lu
VALU
E

'I'OTAI, CIB I,Ii1 ,12636 Dfmin: 27 % TOTAI- CIB LEI 12636

phvsical inlpairment for age 29,80./a Dfmax= 31 phvsical impairnlent lor aqe "1., 29,80%

Functional impairment
,1,, 0,00 96 15 Functional impairment 0,00%

Exterlral inlpairment 20.00% 20 Extcrnal inlpaimrent 1" 20.00%

Nll replacoment cost LEI 2391'1 NET replacement cost I,]]I 23911

Impairment k*al 1.11 18692 I,FI \8692

VALUE ltut{o 5273 VALUI] EURO 5273

I,IiI 239.1.1 I-EI 239.1.1



OTHER FIXED ASSETS CALCULATION SHEETS

Curre
nt no FIXED ASSfiT name

Manuf
actute
yeal

cRoss
REPLACEMENT

COST
LEI

IMPAIRMENT/P} SIC
AL WEAR AND
TEAR

FUNCTIONAL

IMPAIRMENT

ECONOMIC

IMPAIRMENT
;E

NET
REPLACEMENT

cosr
LEI

0 I 2 3 ,1 5 () 8 9 10 t1

I

HAIER- DOUBLE SPLIT AIR
CONDIIIONING EQUIPMENT 2002 513,85 385 0 26 80% 103

2

HAIER- DOUBLE SPLIT AIR
CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT 2002 513,85 0 26 80% 'r 03

3

HAIER. DOUBLE SPLIT AIR
CONDITIONING EQUIPMENI 2002 513,85

N
385 0 26 8096 103

4

HAIER- DoUBLE sPlrr AIR
CONDMONING EQUIPMENI 2002 513,85

N
385 0 26 80% t03

5

HAIER- DOUBLE SPLII AIR
CONDMONING EQUIPMENT 2002 629,63

N
472 0 31 80% 126

6

HAIER- DOUBLE SPLIT AIR
CONDMONING EQUIPMENT 2002 629,63 f 567 6 1t 93% 45

7

HAIER- SPLIT AIR CONDITIONING
EQUIPMENT

2002 293,03
N

220 0 l5 80% 59

8

trAlgn- spt-n eln coNDITIONING
EQUIPMENT

2002 293.03
N

20 0 l5 80% 59

9

ITETEN- SPLN EIR CONDITIONINC
EQUIPMENT

2002 293,03 220 0 l5 80% 59

10

HAIER- SPLN AIR CONDITIONING
EQUIPMENT

2002 331,05
N

248 0 77 80% 66

1.1

UEIBN- SPTTT EIN CONDITIONING
EQUIPMENI

2002 331,05
N

248 0 't7 80% 66

12
uAlrn- spln en coNDrrIoNING
EOUIPMENT

2002 366,7'l 275 0 l8 80% 73



13

HAIER- SPLIT AIR CONDITIONING
EQUIPMENI

2002 366,71 0 18 80%

l4

trernn- sPlrr em coNDITIONING
EQUIPMENT

2002 366,77
N

275 0 18 80%

.15

Cree air conditioning equiPment
48000 BTU 4.

2072 4468,7L 1.777 0 670 ,109; 2.681.

16

Gree air conditioning equiPment
48m0 BTU 5.

2072 4468,11. 1.717 0 670 40:.; 2.687

't7 BENCH + LOCKER ROOM SHELF 2000 472,65 351 0 t2 88% 50

t8
BENCH + LOCKER ROOM SHELF 20u) 472,65 351 0 t2 88% 50

l9
BENCH + LOCKER ROOM SHELF 2000 412,65 351 0 t2 88% 50

20
BENCH + LOCKER ROOM SHELF 2000 412,65 351 0 '12 88 9/" 50

21
SONY VIDEO CAMERA 2000 260,42 221 0 I 88% 3t

22

HEAT MASI'ER 201 BOILER
2009 29724,77 I 1.890 0 14.268

23

CENTRAL HEATING double

function -heating and DBW HEAT

MASTER 201

2074 65846,00 9.877 0 I t. t9,l

24
KITCHEN PIECE 1997 225,77 203 ? 4 93% l6

25 BEDROOM 2000 47"1,04 400 0 14 88 -'.6 57

26
TAI-L CABINET 2000 312,96 266 0 9 88% 38

27
TALL CABINET 2000 3'12,96 266 0 9 88% 38

28 TALL CABINEI 2000 372,96 266 0 9 88% 38

59



29
TALL CABINET 2000 31.2,96 266 0 9 88% 38

30
ELECTRIC BRUSH 2000 444,14 0 13 88 ?; 53

3l
ELICTRIC BRUSH 2000 444,'t4 378 0 13 88-"/. 53

32
ELECTRO-PUMP 2000 117,21 355 0 l3 88 9/" 50

33
HOOD AND ACCESSORIES 1998 444,87 400 4 8 93% 32

34

FILTER-VENIILATION
INSTALLATION IFV2-TSGSports base

Strejnic(ventilator+3suPaPe)
2010 2434,82 852 0 3L7 L.266

35
WORKTABLE 2001 204,82 164 0 {t 84% 33

36
WORKTABLE 2001 204,82 164 0 8 84% 33

37

PROFESSIONAL WASHING
MACHINE

2008 5429 A4 2.M3 0 597 56% 2.389

DABKVIO/5T PUMP 2003 48 r,88 337 0 29 76% 116

39
DABKVlO/5T PUMP 2003 481,88 337 0 R.e 29 767" t16

40
HEBE PUMP 2000 324,58 276 0 10 8{t% 39

4l
Multi-level pumP DAB code 1.73P

0273
2016 337't,OO 169 0 640 2.562

42

-gtrctRoulc 

necuLeton
2000 547,94 466 0 l6 88% 66

43 Desktop with monitor system 2013 2292,00 ,158 0 367 361" 1.467

44
WASHER WITH 1 DRUM 2008 77"t6,83 0 189 561" 755

45 -wAsngn 

wttH t oRUM FoR
DISHES

2008 7773,95 798 0 r95 56% 787

Water softenin8 station SDS70 20r0 3669,02 t.28,t 0 48% 1.908

60
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47
SUSPENDED 2000 233,56 r99 0 7 88% 28

48

CYI,INI)tiIt 2008 368,54 166 a9 0 41 56% 162

49 CYLINDER 2008 368,54 166 0 ,11 56% 162

50

Lawtr rno*ir.g tractor CTH 174
2013 -t3906,95 2.78L 0 2.25 361" 8.900

51
UMBRELLA 2008 976,37 683 29 53 78% 2tt

52

UMBRELLA 2008 976,37 683 29 53 211

53
UMBRELLA 2008 976,37

t\
683 29 53 211

54
UMBRELLA 2008 976,37

N
683 29 53 78% 2tl

55
UMBRELLA 2008 976,37 29 53 78y" 21'l

56

VANE I]IDIRECTION.4BUC
2000 '1664,61. 1.415 0 50 88% 200

57

EXPANSION VESSEL CENTRAL
HEATING

2000 2146,05 1.824 0 (A 88 9/. 258

58

OLTTDOOR STAINLESS STEEL

DOUBLE COOLER 
-I 2011 4875,77 1.,163 0 ;9 683 ,14% 2.730

TOTAL 91.185

6t
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